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Bear-a-thon Fundraiser  
Day One 
     

 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Hello, everyone! 
 
Comment From Digz  
hi Amazing Amanda 
 

 
 
Randy @ Wildlife Center   
BEAR-a-THON 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Welcome to our … Bear-a-thon! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
We figured with all the bear excitement … and our fundraising goal which is looming closer and closer … and the end of 
July … we would have a 24-hour long Bear-a-thon! (well, with some sleeping too, we have to keep up our strength). 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
[Thank goodness. I had heard that the Thing was an unveiling of a sign. Boring!] 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

I TOLD GN it was going to be a THING A THON!!! 
 
Comment From Jadine in TX  
OH Yippie, yippie yippie! What's the bear-a-thon? 
 
Comment From cameranut  
AWESOME!!!!! 
 
Comment From cwerb  
bears! bears! bears! so what does this mean..? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So, for the next 24 hours, our Mod Squad [Ed, Raina, Congo, MVK, and myself] will be in and out, talking about BEARS! 
Bear photos, bear videos, bear stories, bear pen updates, fundraising updates, trivia, and several other special things will 
be planned. Pull up a chair and get comfy! 
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Comment From EagleLove  
I knew it was some sort of -thon. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Sweet 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Should we start with a report from Lil Kristen? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That sounds like an excellent place to start! 
Congowings  
Afternoon Amanda, Mr. Huwa, MVK, Raina and everyone . . . . this is going to be fun! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Hi, Congo! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
We need to coax her out. 
 
Comment From Kristen @ WCV  
Hi, everyone! 
 
MVK:  
Hi everyone!!!!!!  Gotcher your bear duds on?? 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
How much, how much, Kristen? 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

HEY LIL K---BEAR with us here 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Lil Kristen! Welcome to the Bear-a-Thon! 
 
Comment From Kristen @ WCV  
These updates are getting more fun each time. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Ooooh, are we getting ever-closer??? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Yesterday ... $113,937. 
 
Comment From Kristen @ WCV  
Our current total is ... 
 
Comment From Kristen @ WCV  
$119,929! 
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Congowings  
Wow! Double Wow! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
WOW! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
HURRAH!!! 
 
Comment From Digz  
awesome 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

BEARY EXCITING!!!!! 
MVK:  
YIPPEEEEEEE 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
ooohh I need to change, need my "I Saved A bearcub's life" t-shirt and some bear puppets... 
 

Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)>  
Holy cow! 
 
Comment From Jim -Rochester NY  
WOW 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
And our ultimate goal is $140,000!! 
 
Comment From Guest  
any cents? 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Way to go!!!! 
 
Comment From Judi  
Fantastic 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Yippeeeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Comment From sue in CT  
yippee yi yay! terrific! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
So we are getting closer and closer ... 
 
Comment From Jadine in TX  
Just for fun, I'm saying WOW backwards!!! WOW!!! 
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Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Oh, Hello? Wow......Great.... 
 
Comment From cwerb  
beary beary good news 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
Holy cow!!! What a BIG jump from yesterday!! Woo hoo!! 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana  
OMGosh !!! 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Wow! $6k in one day! 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
Getting sooooo close -- let's put them over the top by tomorrow this time. 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I think the bear-a-thon will be an excellent way to close out July ... and ... you said it -- let's see how close we can get!!! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Awesome total. 
 
Comment From Debbie in Maine  
A bear-a-thin!!! What a great idea!! How the heck are we going to get any work done over the next 24 hours????? 
 
Comment From BarbB  
A THING-A-THON! Can hardly wait! 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
Need to reach that goal SOON -- maybe during the Bear-A-Thon???? 
 
Comment From Guest  
Was Lil Kristen out getting aerobeds to sleep at the center!! They have them at Kohls!!!! LOL 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Okay CN/EN we only have a little over $20,000 to raise. Can we do it by the end of July??? 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Oh phooey - gotta send in some cents to make if more interesting!!!! 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
Now that is a GREAT way to start off this Bear-A-Thon!! Way to go CN!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Now, a special friend of the Wildlife Center  has issued a challenge. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Oooooooooh?? 
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Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA  
Oooo - CN LOVES challenges! 
 
Comment From dj  
we like challenges! 
 
Comment From Dorie  
Amazing!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
We like challenges... let's hear about it. 
 
Comment From bets in NJ  
Bear-a-thon!!! WOO-HOO 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Bring it on 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
That special friend has agreed to a dollar-for-dollar match of online donations to the Bear Pen Project during the Bear-A-
Thon ... up to $1,000 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Wow! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That's wonderful! 
 
Comment From csr in FL  
Beary nice of that special friend. 
 
Comment From Doris  
Wev like challenges!!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
SO ... you give the Center a dollar ... we get an extra dollar! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Yay! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
good to start with a challenge 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
Count me in....and be watching the PayPal notices!! 
 
Comment From dj  
what's the time limit? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
All during our Bear-a-thon! 24 hours. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Or ... 23 hours and 52 minutes. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Randy, you should make more of those special "friend" :) 
 
Comment From Digz  
I will be in as soon as I can get to my purse 
 

Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)>  
Wow, that is so cool and generous. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
SO ... we have a check for $1,000 .. which we can add to the Bear Fund if we can generate $1,000 in online gifts. 
 
Comment From bets in NJ  
Oh my - that is very hard to resist!!! 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana  
Consider that an easy $1000 !! No doubt we will get that match !! 
 
Comment From dj  
oh...we will be able to do that and more! 
 
                     ๏  ๏)  

OK, this after noon our kids are each donating a dollar to Bear-a-Thon! Will hit donate button before midnite tonite! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
You know, that's a wonderful challenge Randy ... we will be at our final goal before you know it! 
 
Comment From Candice Va Bch  
So with over 500 people on here @ $2 each, that's a $1000. Should be easy to do that! 
 
Comment From Digz  
yay calebs kids 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Ok, 24 hours, $833.00 each hour = $20,000, can we do this? 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
so its like toofers 
 
Comment From Guest  
Doanate button works in Richmond Va. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And interestingly enough ... I have two other friends who are interested in this too. 
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Congowings  
I would like to thank this special donor for their generous challenge -   
 
Comment From Digz  
Thank you so much special donors, you guys rock! 
 
Congowings  
You mean two other people will match donations, Amanda? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
No, not matching ... but a different challenge/proposal. 
 
Congowings  
Ahhh - for today or another time? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Two friends interested in supporting the Center and building this new enclosure ... one of them has a challenge of sorts. 
Or rather ... a request/reward. Well ... I'm no explaining it right ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Maybe I should get them on here. 
 
Comment From dj  
oh...do tell... 
 
Comment From Dink in Durham, NC  
Okay...just donated my 2-cents' worth...(well, not literally...it was a little more than that!). C'mon, Critter Nation! Let's 
make it happen!!! :-) 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Yes Amanda???? 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Who ARE these two, Ms. Amanda??? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Friends ... are you here? 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Could it be??? 
 
Comment From Melinda in NC  
the suspense is killing me!! 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Smjvz3xiwAg&feature=player_embedded 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
yay!!! 
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Comment From Digz  
yay been waiting for another rabbit and bear video 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

wiki links of the Bunny World---LOLOLOLOL!!!!!! 
 
Comment From Carolyn in W. Md  
Rabbit has developed a real attitude! We have new hot star!! 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana  
Yea !!! Bear & Rabbit ... too cute 
 
Comment From Karin-FL  
GREAT AD!! 
 
Comment From Mandi, PA ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Sitting here watching Bear and Rabbit on mute because I'm on a budget conf call :( I'll have to catch up later. The next 24 
hrs sound exciting! 
 
Comment From Eagles22  
ROFLOL "Wiki Leaks" of the bunny world! 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
Bear and Rabbit!!! Yay!! 
 
Comment From Jim -Rochester NY  
That's great 
 
Comment From csr in FL  
Too cute 
 
Comment From Me  
Oh my, bear and rabbit picking on Randy. 
 
Comment From Leisa in Dallas GA  
I Just hit the donate button, wish it could have been more! thanks so much to the anonymous matcher! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Teddy Bear was already stuffed...oh my! LOL again 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
awwww, how cute 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Oh, so cute video... 
 
Comment From dj  
good one...wiki leaks of the rabbit world!!! 
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Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
I missed them, favorite line... "I don't mean to sound like Randy" love it!!! 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Big Bear - did you write the script for the video? LOL 
 
Comment From Dorie  
Wow, when this group sets its minds and hearts to work, nothing is impossible. 
 
Comment From Debbie in Maine  
Ok! I'm going to make another donation for our beloved bears right now!!! 1-2-3...everyone else, too...GO!!!!! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Thank you special donors! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Wow, I was thinking earlier about the Rabbit and the Bear and hoping somehow we would see them. Magic!! 
 
Comment From cameranut  
With a spectacular BEAR-a-THON taking place over the next 24 hours I sure hope we can make our goal by tomorrow!! 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Donate button works in NY 
 
Comment From Heidi  
Bear and rabbit so special. Cat in my lap fascinated. Way to go 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Good morning all, was just wondering if DGIF has picked up the yearling for release yet. Run free and don't forget to 
brush your teeth. 
 
Comment From Lynne Wert  
Donate button works in PA today :) 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Donate button works in Hannibal, MO! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Well! Matching ... bad jokes ... welcome to the Bear-a-thon! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

I'll bet Mrs Randy wrote that script...bwahahahahaha! 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
LOVE the ad -- have missed Bear and Rabbit. Hope people are donating like crazy. 
 
Comment From dj  
so.....what's the challenge...donate so rabbit doesn't tell another joke? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Take your pick. :) 
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Comment From Carol in Oregon  
donate button works in Oregon 
 
Comment From dj  
but I love rabbit's bad jokes....will donate anyway!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So, again for those just joining us: 
 

 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
We figured with all the bear excitement … and our fundraising goal which is looming closer and closer … and the end of 
July … we would have a 24-hour long Bear-a-thon! (well, with some sleeping too, we have to keep up our strength). 
 
So, for the next 24 hours, our Mod Squad [Ed, Raina, Congo, MVK, and myself] will be in and out, talking about BEARS! 
Bear photos, bear videos, bear stories, bear pen updates, fundraising updates, trivia, and several other special things will 
be planned. Pull up a chair and get comfy! 
 
Comment From Guest  
Is there a schedule of moderators? When will Ed be here. Any particular time schedule for y'all? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Congo will be on for a good chunk of this afternoon ... Raina and I will also be around. Ed will be on this evening, and 
MVK will be around ... and Ed will be on again tomorrow morning, early. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So, rough schedule ... but we're rolling with it! 
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Congowings  
Amanda - I see you signed up for Midnight to three right? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Ha ... right. 
 
Congowings  
And Mr. Clark is on from 3-6am? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Right. :) 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
so, just to kick off with a little bit of info on Black Bears in Virginia: 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Black bears are hands-down the largest species of animals we admit here at the Center. According to DGIF [Department 
of Game and Inland Fisheries], adult Black Bears can range from four to seven feet from nose to tail. Males are larger 
than females. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Depending on the time of year, adult female black bears commonly weigh between 90 to 250 pounds. Males commonly 
weigh between 130 to 500 pounds. The largest known wild black bear was from North Carolina and weighed 880 
pounds. The heaviest known female weighed 520 pounds from northeastern Minnesota. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Over the years, the Center has admitted dozens of black bears. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I actually don't have totals since our founding -- but I do have numbers since 2000. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Now, side-note: Throughout this bear-a-thon, we'll have a few trivia questions -- with real PRIZES. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So just to warm you up ... how many bears has the Center admitted between January 2000 and today (July 30, 2013)? 
Any guesses? If someone hits it right on the head, I'll give out a prize. But otherwise, think of it as a warm-up. 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
PRIZES!! CN loves prizes!! :o) 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Oh Boy - quizzes and prizes. woo hoo!!! 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
42 
 
Comment From diane fl  
78 
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Comment From Deb in SD  
I'll guess 114 
 
Comment From Dink in Durham, NC  
108 
 
Comment From Peggy from Pungo(VA Beach)  
56 
 
Comment From :Lynne - TheMaritimes.CA  
143 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
96 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana  
64 
 
Comment From cameranut  
88 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
72 
 
Comment From Debbie in Maine  
82 
 
Comment From jill from NJ  
56 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
My guess....115 
 
Comment From Amber in Texas  
97 
 
Comment From sue in CT  
81 
 
Comment From KJ  
Donate button works in Erie, PA Also guessing 121! 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl  
51 
 
Comment From arlene in Michigan  
149 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
123 
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Comment From bets in NJ  
111 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
73 
 
Comment From Carolyn in W. Md  
87 
 
Comment From Teegie  
38 
 
Comment From Deb in PA  
63 
 
Comment From Ellen - NJ  
95 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
The answer is .... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
102! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
No one guessed it right on the head. :) 
 
Comment From KJ  
This is going to be FUN! 
 
Comment From Guest  
How do you know who we are? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Well, "Guests" might have a hard time winning the prizes! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Since 2000, the Center has admitted 102 Black Bears. These were a variety of ages – some cubs, some yearlings, some 
adults. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
While the cubs are typically orphaned or are separated from their mothers (and unable to be reunited), common causes 
of admission for the adults would include being hit by vehicles, emaciation, or mange. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Those that are struck-by-vehicles often end up with some sort of “road rash” and/or leg fractures. 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Some of you who have been regularly following the website might remember the Black Bear yearling that was admitted 
in December 2012 after it was hit by a car: 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/black-bear-12-2655 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Amanda, yes, I remembered. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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Drs. Rich and Dana were able to successfully pin that bear’s fractured leg – and it was released after about two months 
of care [February 2013]. 
 
Comment From KJ  
I remember! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That’s actually a great example of why we constructed the Bear Pen so many years ago … for injured, adult black bears. 
Bears that need to be confined during treatment – maybe cage rested after this sort of surgery. In the case of #12-2665 
– that was even a smaller version of some of the other vehicle-strike bears that we’ve seen over the years! 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Comment From NK  
Oh wow how much did he weigh?? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Lots!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Those are older photos -- circa 2006-ish. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Digging deeper into the photo archives … 
 

 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Anyone recognize that dude listening to the bear? 
 
Comment From NK  
OH DR DAVE 
 
Comment From sue in CT  
is it a 'young Dr Dave' ? 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
Dr. Dave....younger and less facial hair 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana  
oh my a very young Dr. Dave !! 
 
Comment From Shirley - Greensboro, NC  
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Is that Dr. Dave??? 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That was Dr. Dave before he was "Dr." ... when he was still a student! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
without his beard??? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Scary. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I remember this bear -- it came in with a fractured leg in 2004. The bear was big enough that we felt needed some more 
powerful equipment – a bigger driver for getting the pin the bear’s leg. So we were able to do the surgery at a local 
animal hospital. That bear actually had a fractured jaw as well – which we were able to wire. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Our high-tech transport – thank goodness the animal hospital is local! – Dr. Priscilla (our resident at the time) sedated 
the bear very, very early one Sunday morning and we loaded it in the back of our old pick-up truck and drove it over. 
Then intubated it and the vets got to work! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Surgery went well, and the bear was returned to the bear pen for recovery. That bear was released later in the season. 
 
Comment From NK  
Is that you Amanda??? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That is a young Amanda. 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
love this picture, and he isn't here for us to tease him about it!! 
 
Comment From NK  
With no facial hair :D 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I've only known Dr. Dave without a beard one other time. I encourage him to keep a beard. :) 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Then Dr. Dave has history with WCV, great! 
 
Comment From Leisa inDallas GA  
Bet his funny accent was stronger back then too,LOL! 
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Comment From csr in FL  
Is mange a common problem in bears? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Another cause of admission for bears is mange. When you see an animal missing large patches of hair like this: 
 

 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
… a variety of things could be at work – mange (a few different kinds), ringworm, and other skin infections. For the bears 
… this can be pretty uncomfortable! With severe cases, secondary skin infections can result (from rubbing/scratching) … 
and we tend to also see these bears have a poor body condition – they get thinner as things progress. It’s just pretty 
tough on their immune system. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Some cases can be REALLY pronounced: 
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Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Oh my, poor thing, must have been miserable. 
 
Comment From NK  
Awe naked bear 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
that is heartbreaking :( 
 
Comment From KJ  
OH, that is so sad. 
 

Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)>  
Oh, the poor mangy bears! That must so awful. 
 
Comment From Dink in Durham, NC  
oh, poor thing! 
 
Comment From Robin (NY,NY)  
How does a wild animal get mange? I think of it as a domestic pet problem. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So when we get in a mange-y bear, or one that appears to have mange, the vets do a couple of skin scrapings so they 
can look for the presence of mites under the microscope. There are a few different types of mange, caused by different 
mites – one is specific to bears, the other can be shared between lots of different animals (foxes, bears, raccoons, dogs 
…) 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
As you can imagine, the Center’s bear pen is also works well for these cases – because we can disinfect the concrete 
block enclosure. Disinfection is a pretty important part of hospital procedures. 
 
Comment From moms43 in PA  
How do you treat mange? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
For treatment, we usually treat systemically and prescribe an anti-parasitic medication that’s given a few times over the 
course of a few weeks. 
 
Comment From Mary E in NC  
Yikes - did he make it?! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Yes, he did! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
never saw a bear without fur before 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Do they usually recover quite nicely? 
 
Comment From Digz  
how long can it take for their hair to grow back 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Weeks to months, really. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And I think you guys might remember that first photo – again – 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Our yearling #13-0420 – that one that is being released today! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
For comparison – here’s how his hair-coat looked during the dentistry check-up exam that just took place a couple of 
weeks ago: 
 

 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Amazing transformation!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I showed that difference to Dr. Rich this morning -- I think that made him feel proud! 
 
Comment From Dink in Durham, NC  
:-) 
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Comment From bets in NJ  
HOORAY for 13-0420! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And -- update on that bear: 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Black Bear yearling #13-0420 was darted and sedated this morning, then was placed into a culvert trap on the back of 
the DGIF biologist’s truck. The biologist will attempt to update us on how the release goes later today! 
 

 
Comment From sue in CT  
you guys/gals @ WCV do awesome work helping wildlife and this bear recovering from mage is proof!!! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Happy hunting 13-0420! 
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Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)>  
Yay, black bear! Live and a long and free life. We love you. 
 
Comment From Digz  
run free beautiful and healthy bear 
 
Comment From NK  
And much bigger! 
 
Comment From Scooter  
So fur, so good. 
 

Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)>  
That IS Amazing! thank you, WCV, for all you do for critters in need. 
 
Comment From BarbG  
if left untreatede can it kill the bear? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Well, my understanding is that it's not necessarily the mite that kill the bear ... but ... overall they just spiral downhill, in 
some cases. Their immune system take a hit, and when secondary skin infections occurr, that's even worse for them ... 
and they lose weight and starve. 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL  
How long before a bear being treated for a severe case of mange doesn't feel miserable anymore? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Months. 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Looks so healthy now compared to a few months ago--wow! 
 
Comment From moms43 in PA  
Minus that bad tooth! Run free little one ... 
 
Comment From sue in CT  
woo-hoo 13-0420 on his/her way to freedom. stay save in the forest little one. 
 
Comment From Mary E in NC  
He's a lucky bear to have WCV treat him - you guys are awesome! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Terrific news Amanda!! 
 
Comment From Leisa inDallas GA  
I contracted the human form of mange ( i think it's called scabies), from a puppy we had once, not fun for either of us. 
Do those working on animals with mange take special precautions not to get infected? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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We do -- though those are slightly different mites (same general family though). But yes, we do wear gowns, gloves, etc. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Makes my heart do a happy dance every time I see this happen, thank you WCV! 
 
Comment From NK  
Is it sarcoptic mange? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That is one type of mange they can get, yes. There is also a bear-specific one. 
 
Comment From KJ  
I love all the success stories! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So, I’d say those are pretty common causes of admission for our adult/yearling bears. But you guys know that we often 
get these OTHER bears in … 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Cubs! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
This is the tiniest cub I remember being admitted (2003): 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
(youngest) 
 

 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
For many years, Virginia Tech ran a bear study on wild bears – and they typically had a few sows. So when a bear cub 
was found orphaned … we sometimes would care for them a couple of days, make sure they were okay, and then would 
send them onto Tech. 
 
Comment From moms43 in PA  

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Aww a baby! 
 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
MVK would have loved this guy! 
 
Comment From Snowbird  
Awwwww 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
The folks at Virginia Tech would foster the cubs onto the sow – and then release them as a big family unit in the spring. 
Worked REALLY well for little cubs, because if they can’t have their mom … they might as well have a stepmom! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That program ended a couple of years ago – and while it has started back up this year, it’s at a smaller level than it was 
years ago. So that means … not a lot of rehabilitation options for young bears. So … that’s what kicked off this whole 
Black Bear cub facility! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
We’ve been fortunate to have the support of the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries through this (funding about 
half of the project) … and we’ve gotten some wonderful feedback from Tracy Leaver at Woodlands Wildlife (NJ) and Lisa 
Stewart of Black Bear Solar Institute. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Several years ago, Dr. Dave and I had the privilege of visiting their facilities – so truly, we’ve been thinking about this 
project for awhile. And now … it’s finally all happening and coming together! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Exciting stuff! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And YOU guys are making it happen! 
 
Comment From NK  
Very! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So, I hope that gives you some perspective on the work that the Wildlife Center  does with bears of all ages ... and helps 
give you an idea of what we're working toward, and why. I know we have many new folks tuning in these days -- 
welcome! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Throughout this bear-a-thon, we'll have wide variety of information, stories, photos, videos, jokes, trivia and MORE! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And Randy and 'lil K will be on with periodic updates on our totals! 
 
Comment From Guest  
This is wonderful! I am one of the new people here, I came to see the bears. Thank you for keeping them on over the 
weekend. I am learning so much 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Welcome! 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Is 'Big Bear' and Lil K keeping their heads above water with the donations coming in?? Hope they get buried. :-) 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
If I could quickly interrupt the wonderful bear lesson, I am happy to report that Randy seems to have smoke coming out 
of his ears... 
 
Congowings  
Ahhh - that's too bad . . . 
 
Comment From Digz  
lol 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Do you think it's bad enough that he can't come and give us an update? 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
he says he will be with you in one second! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
STAT, get Randy a pillow for his desk to protect his head! 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Randy = Smokey the Bear!! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
:o) Randy! 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
I can hear his calculator :) 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Poor Randy is gonna explode!!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That's the other challenge ... 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
LOL that's what I like to hear Elizabeth 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Happy smoke I resume? 
 
Comment From Carolyn in W. Md  
Go Randy... you smoke man! 
 
Comment From Doris  
Donate button works in Virginia Beach.... 
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Congowings  
Okay - I'm in - just a second. I need to hit that button -   
 
Comment From BarbG  
Randy with smoke is the goal 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA  
Randy is busy but FAST! Twelve minutes from my donation until I received his email thanking me for the donation!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Hello, Ms. Amanda 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Hello, Randy! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
How are you holding up? 
 
Comment From sandy,oh  
He could always jump in the tub with the cubs to put out the smoke! 
 
Comment From jeanUK  
Hi Amanda, Randy, all the team. Greetings from across the Pond, so happy to join you on the bearathon. Congratulations 
again for getting phase I up and running (and a great PR job Amanda!) 
 
Comment From NK  
HI RANDY!! THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO! 
 
Comment From bets in NJ  
(Now that Randy is on the chat, I'll make my donation and hit the timer. LOL!!!) 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
So .. you were looking for an update?? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
YES! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Hi Smokey! 
 
Comment From NK  
UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Hi Randy...whatcha got for us? 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
I have a question to ask first, if I may. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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Sure thing. 
 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
You may, by all means. 
 
Comment From Me  
ask away 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Did Rabbit take a bit of a shot at me in that video?? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I think maybe a little one. It is Rabbit, after all ... 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
I think s/he took a shot at me! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Cetner  
Well, yes, Rabbit is the mouthy one. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
True. 
 
Comment From Digz  
its all in good fun Randy 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
So ... now ... what was the challenge??? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Let's see ... I can't keep up. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
$1000 matching challenge ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And that sort of works well with the Rabbit will tell more jokes if we raise $1000? 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Yes, dollar for dollar, up to $1,000. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
$for$ up to $1000.00 
 
Congowings  
I'm betting that rabbit is actually a squirrel in one of GN's costumes - 
 
Comment From Guest  
These are some very happy bears, thanks to you all at WCV!!!! 
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Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Randy, just be glad it was a wee shot and not Dr. Dave with the STAC! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
So ... let's call it the 1 p.m. update. 
 
Comment From Dede  
Just sent in my donation. Loving watching the little guys. Got to get back to work though. Will scroll back and join ya'll 
later. 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

(Big Bear..maybe you better talk to Mrs Randy about that shot) 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Do you think we've been able to raise an additional $1,000? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
In an hour? No. 
 
Comment From L           ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

YES! 
 
Comment From Teegie  
I do :) 
 
Comment From Deb in PA  
Amanda, don't underestimate us! LOL 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Well, you all have given and given ... 
 
Comment From Guest  
yes 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Of course we have!!!!!! 
 
Comment From KJ  
Come on CN/BN we can do it every penny counts. 
 
Comment From sjteachk  
All things are possible. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Well, heck yeah! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Acutally, the total raised ... is 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
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Seventy-six cents. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
What? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Did I miss a post ?!?!?! 
 
Comment From pmt in MA  
LOL 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
oooooooooooooh, Amanda ... 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

ANd how many dollars? 
 
Comment From Digz  
fibber 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

We are going for 20K finales here 
 
Comment From Deb in PA  
$$$'s please! LOL 
 
Comment From Trisha♥  
Big Bear left off the dollars part! 
 
Comment From moms43 in PA  
"Everything's impossible til it ain't." Quote from Carnivale HBO 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Oh, the dollars, too? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Oh I thought I accidentally deleted it or something ... 
 
Comment From Ada ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Those pesky cents!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Uhm ... okay ... so toward our $1,000 challenge . 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Duh! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
$1,360. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
WOW! 
 
Congowings  
Oh my - so we can go home now? 
 
Comment Fro              ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Wahoo!!!!! I knew it! 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Now you're talking! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So our total is ... 
 
Comment From Trisha♥  
YAY \O/\O/\O/ !! 
 
Comment From Doris  
Yippee!!!!!!!! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
wonderful 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
CHALLENGE MET!!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I'd better alert Rabbit too ... 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA  
So that means $2360 'cuz of the match! :) 
 
Comment From KJ  
If we can do that every hour Bears will be VERY Happy! 
 
Comment From jill from NJ  
And 76 cents 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Ms. Congowings, we are just getting started!!!! 
 
Congowings  
Onward to the end then, Mr. Huwa!!  :-) 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
Good for us!!!!!! Wanna do it again? I think we should try. 
 
Comment From cameranut  
WOWSA!!!!! 
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Comment From Deb in PA  
Next challenge please! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Our total raised is 76 cents. 
 
Comment From sandy,oh  
Wow - Amanda you don't have to worry about that late shift now! 
 
Comment From Carolyn in W. Md  
So another 640 and Rabbit does not tell another joke? 
 
Comment From sue in CT  
grandi-os! 
 
Comment From pmt in MA  
Beautiful 
 
Comment From Sheila WV  
I did donate, but I forgot to put on it for the bear enclosure. My bad 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA  
How many minutes did it take to meet the match? 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
Made it in a little over an hour!!!!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
oh and $122,289. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
That's our current total !?!? Wow! Final push for the last (less than!) $20K! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
THANK YOU, everyone! 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl  
$17,640.00 to go 
 
Comment From KJ  
$ 17,711 to go! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Someone needs a squishy calculator. :) 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪  
this site is sooo silly at times and that is GOOD. Makes it fun to participate and donate. Now...to go the other 20,000 by 
Wed. Noon? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
So before I turn the bear-a-thon reigns over to Congo ... 
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Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Ok, back to some emails. Over and out. THANK YOU!!!!!! 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Are you ready for the first official trivia question? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I dunno, what do you think, Congo? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
They will have to ... dig ... for this question. 
 
Congowings  
About what? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Well, for all the questions. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And I don't want them to NOT pay attention to you ... 
 
Congowings  
Oh, a question - I doubt I can answer it. ;-) 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
But if we're doing real prizes ... say ... a nice "I Saved A Black Bear Cubs'f Life" shirt ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I want them to work for it. 
 
Congowings  
That's okay - I can multi-task. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Well, it's more about THEM multi-tasking. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I know YOU can multi-task. You're the queen. 
 
Comment From bets in NJ  
Bring it!!! 
 
Congowings  
I mean while I'm all alone -   
 
Congowings  
With them trying to find the answer . . . . 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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So here's what I'm thinking: 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I post first official trivia question ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
It will take awhile to answer. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
When you feel that you have the right answer ... post it. Congo can label it for me and move on with her moderating. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
and I'll be back through later to periodically check ... and then later today ... will announce the winner and the answer. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Sound okay? Minimal work for Congo. Multi-tasking work for the crowd of people. 
 
Comment From pmt in MA  
sounds like a good plan 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
But the winner will get a shirt! 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Why will it take awhile - is it an essay answer???? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
It's not an immediate-answer sort of thing. 
 
Congowings  
And if you post as a Guest - it doesn't count . . . 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Right!!! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
How many of us are there involved in the contest? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Well, 684 people on now ... 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
good plan, so Amanda can get some of her other important work done :) 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
I have more things to do for the thing! 
 
Comment From sjteachk  
I teach kindergarten, I can multi-task. lol 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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Okay! 
 
Congowings  
Then we lost some, Amanda. We had 702 on here just a few minutes ago - 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
They were scared by trivia. 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL  
I'm not good under pressure. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
First trivia question is a photo-based trivia question ... but is really a website-combing trivia question. :) 
 
Congowings  
lol  But they will miss some fun stuff . . . what a shame . . . 
 
 

 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Which bear cub is this? Please provide: Patient #, gender, location of rescue, and approximate weight at arrival. 
Additionally, where is this bear currently housed? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
Good luck! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
And ... happy bear-a-thon! 
 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Congowings  
See you in a bit, Amanda. Wow - this kicked off quite nicely. Earlier Sheila posted that she donated, but forgot to include 
the Bear-A-Thon notation - Sheila WV - you know - all the donations going to the Bear Project are so needed - but don't 
forget - all the animals need care. So your donation - wherever it ended up is going to the greater good of so many wild 
creatures who wouldn't have had a second chance if not for those who rescued them - and the Center who cared for 
them -   
 
Congowings  
And I see many posts letting the Center know you donated - I would like to roll some of them out and say Thank you!!! 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
Donate button works in upstate SC 
 
Comment From Walkie Talkie Judy  
Donate button works in FLorida! I want to hear another bad joke! 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
The donate button works just fine here in Central New York STate!! :o) 
 
Comment From Guest  
Donate button works in WV 
 
Comment From arlene in Michigan  
donate button worked in Michigan way to go Amanda, what a way to challenge us, thanks to all of you at the center 
 
Comment From Judy in Iowa  

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Donate button working in Iowa. 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪  
I was buzy hitting the Donate button and missed the video of Bar/Rab but HEARD them on Pay Pal How dute!! 
 
Comment From Texas Gal  
donation done in TX! 
 
Comment From Guest  
Donation button works in Arkansas! 
 
Comment From Snowbird  
Donate button works in Missouri! 
 
Comment From KJ  
I hope Randy is head banging with all the donations coming in! 
 
Congowings  
But it is a good head banging . . . 
 
Congowings  
Let's turn him black and blue . . . 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Are there prizes for the answers???? 
 
Congowings  
Apparently so - a nice T-Shirt! 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪  
Well I delayed volunteering to participate so will depart now. 
 
Congowings  
Bye Trish. And thank you for volunteering - wherever that may be. Come back soon! 
 
Comment From diane fl  
Ok, Just sent my donation..... 
 
Comment From diane fl  
I just donated and just put for the Bears, Guess they will know right?? 
 
Congowings  
Yes, I'm sure he can figure that out - even with a headache. ;-) Thank you! 
 
Comment From Sheila WV  
Thanks Congowings! 
 
Congowings  
You're welcome Sheila - but thank you! ;-) 
 
Comment From Keith in FL.  
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I will just stay here with Congowings. 
 
Congowings  
Ahhh - I am glad someone decided to stay. ;-) 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Cubs are eating lunch right now. Yummmmmmmm...... 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

I saw new branches delivered, too. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
So is Ed really going to be there? The old Ed or some new guy? 
 
Congowings  
Yes, Mr. Clark will be on. I have seen him pop in a few times just to see what was going on - so he is watching . . . 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ danceladdie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
What size is the shirt? 
 
Congowings  
I'm might be going out on a limb here - but I think they will ask what size the winner needs. ;-) 
 
Comment From Me  
I think Randy's head should be okay. I sent him a pillow last year that he could put on his desk to protect his head when 
he had one of those days. 
 
Congowings  
Bless you . . . . I have seen that pillow. ;-) 
 
Comment From Deb in PA  
Shoot, forgot some of the details. Guess I'm disqualified/// 
 
Congowings  
lol Deb in PA - just try again. 
 
Comment From A WCV Fan  
Good afternoon Congowings, Thanks for being with us today. A great way to help WCv!! 
 
Congowings  
Afternoon WCV Fan. Been looking forward to it. 
 
Comment From Me  
If I recall correctly, I even included some excedrin migrane(or something close to that) with the pillow. 
 
Congowings  
lol Me. That is so funny. 
 
 
Comment From mabru  
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where on the website is the list of when each moderator will be on line, on the discussion? I have searched, but not 
found it.(so far). 
 
Congowings  
I'm not sure if that has been posted anywhere. Mr. Clark should be on this evening and tomorrow morning (early). 
Amanda and Raina and myself will be on this afternoon. MVK will be on this evening and tomorrow morning. Hope that 
helps. 
 
Comment From Leisa inDallas GA  
The Bear A Thon has me thinking about sweet Misha today and how WCV took such great care of her and found her that 
wonderful home. Did you ever hear if they determined what caused her death? 
 
Congowings  
I too have thought about that little bear, Leisa. I don't think they were able to determine for sure what happened to her 
that night. Maybe Amanda has some information. 
 
Comment From Carolyn in W. Md  
It might be a good time to tell the new people to put their name in the box below the message area so we see who is 
commenting. 
 
Congowings  
Thank you Carolyn - good idea. For new viewers you might want to put a screen name before posting. It isn't necessary, 
but we enjoy knowing who we are talking to. ;-) 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
I hope I did not miss any details. Hello Congowings! 
 
Congowings  
Hello Tinksmom. I'm not sure if you missed any. But there are quite a few adding to their posts, lol. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Whew! Pay Pal is working kind of slowly! 
 
Congowings  
Thank you 33mama for your patience! 
 
Comment From Deb in PA  
Wonder what upset the cubs--5 of them up a tree! LOL I think they need a bigger tree! 
 
Congowings  
They sure do and the Bear Complex will be able to give them some pretty large trees to scamper up - 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL  
I've been meaning to donate for days. I tune in a there's a BEARATHON going on!!! Suffice it to say...I donated! 
 
Congowings  
Thank you Cathy!   
 
Comment From izzy2cool4u  
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Congowings I love watching the bear cubs but I've been wondering, they seem really "close" to one another now, will 
that impact them for release? Or will each have a set of basic skills on an individual level, defending themselves, food 
foraging etc? 
 
Congowings  
Jaime Sajecki remarked on the bears that were released previously - concerning the same thing. Source Jaime Sajecki, 
VDGIF: That is my hope and it is very possible. As you can see, young bears need interaction with other bears. When we 
took the two yearlings out of enclosure with the female she (for lack of a better word) seemed a little sad... I hate to put 
human emotions in the mix but bears interacting with bears at a young age is beneficial on so many levels. 
 
Congowings  
They already know how to climb trees . . . very well. And the Center will hide food in the new complex to tone up their 
foraging skills. 
 
Comment From Guest  
Congo, it was posted on the Texas sanctuary site that Misha died of drowning. 
 
Congowings  
Thank you Guest. I didn't know if they determined she had fallen into the water due to the storm. 
 
Comment From sue in md  
you guys are the greatest i think we will reach the rest of the money by the end of the bear-a-thon i love the bear and 
rabbit keep up the good work i was at work when it started and was rushing to get home so i could get back on lol wtg 
guys 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
ok I gave the trivia my best hot...lol 
 
Congowings  
Good luck Teegie! 
 
Comment From izzy2cool4u  
33mama remember when the CN crashed the center site, do you think we can top that and crash paypal with donations 
:D 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Congo, I hope WCV watchers are the ones slowing Pay Pal down! 
 
Congowings  
Me too! 
 
Comment From MariaD, Boston  
Donate button works in MA. :) 
 
Comment From cameranut  
If folks want to check out and then remember all the details involved with the question, they can copy what Amanda 
posted and then paste it to a word doc on their computer. Then it's right there and they don't have to keep scrolling 
back on the blog to see if they have all the information. 
 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
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Do these cubs prefer any certain foods? Are the same things left over each time they are served? 
 
Congowings  
I'm not sure RevNancyinNC. I noticed that too. Will have to ask Amanda what exactly is being left behind. 
 
Comment From dj  
i have a question....how close is the bear to the camera when it stands on the igloo? 
 
Congowings  
I think the igloo is farther away than it looks on camera. The camera is in the corner - I don't think they put the igloo that 
close to the corner area. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Hi Izzy2cool4you! I sure do remember the crashed WCV web site! Would love to crash paypal too! All in the process of 
helping the bears! 
 
Congowings  
Speaking of foods -  Source WCV: Bears are omnivores; in the wild, they eat a variety of plant and animal matter, 
including insects, fish, carrion, leaves, berries, nuts, and fruit.   Cubs will nurse from their mothers throughout the 
summer and fall and will begin to sample “adult” foods when they emerge from their dens in the spring. Bears, 
especially yearlings, will also look for “easy food” – and will raid bird feeders, unsecured trash cans, and pet food. 
 
Congowings  
And some of you might remember this recipe from earlier times - when there weren't so many bears to feed -  Bear 
Casserole a la Suzy:   10 strawberries, 15 blackberries, 30 blueberries, 3 broccoli florets, 1 whole cucumber, 10 baby 
carrots, 3 tbsp peanut butter, 10 crickets, 1 can tuna, 3 cups dog food, 1 corn on the cob, 5 acorns, 1 cup sunflower 
seeds, 1 cup birdseed. Mix until roughly blended.   To serve, scatter around pen.   This is a forgiving recipe and 
ingredients vary from day to day, based on availability in the Wildlife Center ’s clinic kitchen. 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
I have heard rumors that they are not terribly fond of squash… but LOVE nectarines... and that looks like some squash on 
the ground. 
 
Congowings  
Ahhhh - thank you Ms Elizabeth. That just might be it. I love squash myself. Maybe they need it served Southern style . . . 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
I agree Ms. Congo :) 
 
Congowings  
I guess all creatures have their likes and dislikes -   
 
Congowings  
And for just a bit of fun . . . . when it comes to bear necessities . . . 
  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=08NlhjpVFsU 
Comment From KJ  
I always loved that movie!!! 
 
Comment From sue in md  
to cute cogo love it 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=08NlhjpVFsU
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Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Ha ha, Congo, I love that song and the movie that goes with it. Bear Necessities for me! 
 
Comment From Guest  
LOL love the song I hope the people at work didn't have their volume up too loud. Thanks Congo. 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
aw geez 
 

Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)>  
Great video! 
 
Comment From csr in FL  
Oh! I've always loved that song! 
 
Comment From Guest  
Must be getting close to nap time af ew of them are conking out by the tree. 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
The other day, I went to ask a local produce stand for their culled produce for the bears. The owner's teenaged 
grandchildren were there and they were super interested in making sure that Grandma made donations. The 
Grandmother asked what bears eat - and I handed her the list from the packet, but in the meantime - the grandson told 
her that bears are omnivores and that what that meant and what they ate. I was quite impressed!!!! By the way - since 
Saturday - I have made 2 pickups from them! 
 
Congowings  
Wow - that is wonderful, Katiesmom. In my area WTKR (Channel 3) did a story on the bears at the Center. I hope that 
people in this area will be donating food too. 
 
Comment From rivergirl  
I had already planned on dropping off my check/donation for Phase II on my drive through VA on Thursday. Keep 
donating; the power of CN is unsurpassed! 
 
Congowings  
Thank you Rivergirl. Say hi to "Randy Bear" (the carving and the human) for me. ;-) 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Too funny. I was in the bedroom cleaning up and heard the music. Brought me right back to the computer. Thank you 
for the Jungle Book break. 
 
Congowings  
And that is what I love about the videos - brings you all back. ;-) 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
LOVE it, Congowings!! One of my favorite movies!! They just don't make them like that anymore! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

I love that video. Wonder if new generation knows about this song........ 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
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Thank you Congo, I love that song! :) 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
They definately have LOTS of nectarines at the WCV market - crates of them!!!! 
Congowings  
I saw that photo of the nectaries, Katiesmom. That was quite a haul! 
 
Comment From KJ  
Hi Raptor 1 Glad to see you here. 
 
Comment From Renee in PA  
Love it Congo!!! Big smile!!! 
 
Comment From cameranut  
Perfect to go with our Bear-a-Thon Congo - thanks!! 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Whoops sorry I forgot to put my name in again after I refreshed. I was the one talking about the cubs conking out. 
 
Congowings  
I find it interesting that they all seem to nap together. Almost like an alarm goes off and they all know it is time to 
recharge. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
I "King" is on his throne again. 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Yay katiesmom! 
 
Comment From Marian from Arlington  
I really have to laugh. I just made a donation and all of a sudden Bear Necessities was playing over my computer speaker 
and I was wondering how you did that. lol 
 
Congowings  
lol Marian from Arlington. Perfect timing huh? 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
Have the mod chat up on both criter cams, so i got to here it twice over each other\ 
 
Congowings  
lol  You might want to close one of those. Hey Raptor1. Nice to see you. I understand you saw some bears recently. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Hi Carol in Oregon from me in Washington state. West coast people watching on "The Thing" day 
 
Congowings  
Hello to everyone on the West Coast! Glad you are watching! 
 
Comment From Sheila WV  
Do we get a 2:00 update? 
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Congowings  
Did Amanda say there would be hourly updates? I'm not sure -   
 
 
Comment From MVK  
Geez - I was here at work playing French music and all of a sudden Bear Necessities came on - whole store looked up and 
laughed. LOL 
 
Congowings  
Hi MVK. Perked things up a bit over there huh? ;-) 
 
Congowings  
Okay - the updates will be periodically. Mr. Huwa has quite a bit to go through before he can give an update. He will give 
updates as soon as he can. But I hope we keep him swamped . . . 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Way to go Katismom, you are truly amazing at all you do for WCV. Thank you from all of us who aren't so close by to 
help out. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
I wonder how the yearling is doing and if he is still in transport or if they have released him yet. I can't wait to hear and 
hopefully see pictures soon. 
 
Congowings  
I can't wait to hear how the release went too. And photos will be a big bonus! 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Yesterday when I was delivering they had crates of greens in the market palce as well - TOO COOL!!!!! and it will all be 
well used!!! 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
yes Congo, on 3 different occaisions while in the Smoky Mt. Natl Park in Cades Cove area 
 
Congowings  
Lots of bears in that area I understand. I saw some of your photos. Very nice! 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Hi Congo!!! Glad to be here and having fun. 
 
Congowings  
Hi Nadine. Glad you are here too. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
lol MVK! Hello! 
 
Comment From Sunny  
do the bears make lots of noise? 
 
Congowings  
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From the videos Amanda has posted, yes - they do make noises when they are a bit concerned. I'm not sure if they are 
making noises when they are 'playing' though. I know from looking at some of the videos of playing cubs they can be 
rather quiet in their play. 
 
 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC  
Nap time reminds me of my kids' preschool -- everybody had to go to their cubby and get out their sleep mats all at the 
same time. Never quite understood how they could get everybody to sleep at the same time but then my son told me 
that he just pretended...lol 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
and saw a mom and 4 cubs while on the Laurel Falls trail 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
I haven't heard anything about the yearling yet, no idea how far the drive is, so not sure when to expect to hear from 
VDGIF. 
 
Congowings  
Thank you Elizabeth. We will all wait patiently. ;-) 
 
Congowings  
Hi Snowbird - I have tagged your answer for Amanda. 
 
Comment From Sheila WV  
I have a part time job at a ski resort. Three fellas came in wanting a room, they had been camping and about the time 
they were getting ready to sleep, a bear tore the side out of their tent. Scared them to death!!! I had to snicker a little. 
Needless to say, they lost everything, including clothes (tore them up) and their cell phones. 
 
Congowings  
Oh my, Sheila. I bet they tell that story to many people over the years. I bet that left an impression! 
 
Congowings  
Bears are always looking for food - you shouldn't leave any food in your car if you live in an area with bears. This person 
found out the hard way . . . . and he only had gum I think - 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0t5pSSNasA&feature=player_embedded 
Comment From sandy, oh  
I have a feeling there won't be a donation from those guys! LOL 
 
Comment From Pat from NJ  
Unfortunately in our area, this bear would be classified as a nuisance bear, and would be shot. No fault of the bear. 
 
Congowings  
Usually it is a repeat offender that comes to a bad end. I think they take each situation and evaluate on its own merits. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

That guy didn't lock his truck, did he? 
 
Congowings  
I believe he had locked his car. It said the bear got in through the locked tailgate - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0t5pSSNasA&feature=player_embedded
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Comment From Mardie in Seattle  
Only chewing gun? Wow. Congo, do you know if anyone knows if it's the same cub who camps out on top of the tree? 
Looks like one cub's behavior. 
 
 
Congowings  
I have wondered the same thing, Mardie. I think it is the same bear that likes to get on top of the trunk. And I think it 
might be the same one that used to get up on the diagonal trunk above the ball. 
 
Comment From Carolyn in Va. Beach  
What is the longest stretch of time that NX has gone without phoning home? Is there anyway to check to see if it her 
transmittor that has stopped? 
 
Congowings  
A couple of weeks. It also depends on the weather - how much sun was out during that time. She just checked in 6 days 
ago - and before that it was a little longer. I think the transmitter is still working. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Hello, Ms. Congowings! 
 
Congowings  
Hello Mr. Huwa. Happy Bear-A-Thon. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Might there be interest in a 2 p.m. fundraising update? 
 
Congowings  
Oh yes there was. But I didn't want to bother you -   
 
Comment From Cathy, IL  
Hi Randy! 
 
Comment From Sheila WV  
yep 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Yay! 
 
Comment From pmt in MA  
2 o'clock update!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Ok, so let's see 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Since the start of Bear-A-Thon 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
We're raised 76 cents. 
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Congowings  
Oh please . . . . 
 
Congowings  
And . . . 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
And $3,325. 
 
Congowings  
That's better . . . 
 
Comment From KJ  
Would love an update...If your head does not hurt to much. :) 
 
Comment From Judie - MA  
Let's hear it Randy! 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Ready for update! 
 
Comment From Amie in Colorado  
Yes please! Still need to hit the button myself... 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Which brings our GRAND total to $123,254 ... and 76 cents. 
 
Congowings  
That is serious! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
WOW!!!! 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL  
Yay! 
 
Comment From pmt in MA  
amazing..go CN 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
yay!!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
THANK YOU!!!! 
 
Comment From Sheila WV  
Thanks for the update. 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
Is that just in the last hour or a cumulative total 
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Congowings  
No. Since noon $3,325 has been raised. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Does that mean that Rabbit has to tell three jokes? 
 
Congowings  
Hmmm - Amanda? 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
I'm uncertain about those rules. Ms. Amanda will need to interpret. 
 
Congowings  
I'm uncertain too. Amanda - hello . . . 
 
Comment From Me  
Does that include the $1,000 match? 
 
Comment From Leisa inDallas GA  
Does that figure include the $1000. match? So excellent! 
 
Congowings  
Yes, that does include the $1000 challenge donation. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Ms. Amanda may be down looking at the unfinished sign. I'm not sure. 
 
Congowings  
sigh . . . 
 
Comment From Elizabeth @ WCV  
I vote for three... I enjoyed the receding hairline joke :) 
 
Congowings  
I enjoyed that too. ;-) 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
Ok, Big Bear, over and out. Thank you!!! 
 
Congowings  
Thank you Mr. Huwa for the update. Hope your day continues to be busy . . . 
 
Comment From KJ  
Great News. $16,745.24 to go 
 
Comment From Martha  
To C/N: You are TRUELY an AMAZING group of people!!! I am so proud of all of us!!! 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
$$ just sent from Washington state as well. I could not stand not donating again. 
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Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Randy can you tell your bear story? 
 
Congowings  
Maybe Mr. Huwa can tell the tale later. Right now he might be a bit busy - or maybe I can find it . . . . 
 
Comment From Sheila WV  
Gotta go, keep the $$$ rolling in. I'll check in again later. Have fun! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center   
I think that receding hairline joke was ANOTHER shot at me from Rabbit. 
 
Congowings  
Never . . . 
 
Comment From Vivian in PA  
@Nadine-U.P., WA - I could not stand not donating again either! Donation sent from PA. 
 
Comment From Mrs. A in PA  
Awww...nap time. Some still like to sleep in a heap...a couple of others like to sleep solitary. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Hi Congowings, its so nice for you to be here with us today. Know that you have a busy life and all. Big Bear is really 
putting the emails out fast today. Hope he doesn't get finger cramps. 
 
Congowings  
Hi Lois. Nice to see you today. He will just have to grin and bear it . . . 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
These bearcubs are getting FAT, like they do in the fall. And they like to lie on their backs when resting --NX will have to 
chortle about that for sure, hoo-hoo is her name for anatomy. 
 
Congowings  
Come fall they should put quite a bit of weight on. The Center will definitely need more food donations. But the forest 
will also provide them with lots of food. 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
thats almost as bad as rabbits jokes 
 
Congowings  
I am not known for my humor. ;-) 
 
Comment From Martha  
Can one of the trivia questions be : When is Congowings birthday? (sorry Congowings) 
 
Congowings  
No. [Sorry Martha. ;-)  ] 
 
Comment From KJ  
Congo, maybe we could through in a state contest. See what state donates the most..No prizes just a fun challenge! 
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Congowings  
Oh - I'm not sure how to handle that myself. Maybe Mr. Huwa can say which states donated? But I'm not sure they will 
have the time to keep track of that. 
 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Vivian in PA @ 2:08 . YEAH!!! It is hard because I want to give each hour. Glad the total is growing so quickly. How 
exciting for everyone but especially the bears. I LOVE WCV 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana  
$126,000 will mark 90% there !! Seems like just yesterday we hit the 10% mark !! Astounding !! 
 
Comment From KJ  
I thought if we hit 2000.00 no more jokes from Rabbit..:( 
 
Congowings  
But I like those jokes. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Has anyone sent back a response to the trivia question and got it correct? 
 
Congowings  
I have no idea. I have flagged all the answers for Amanda and she is looking through them. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

I like jokes, too. 
 
Comment From KJ  
I do too! But I thought this is what Bear said to Rabbit. I vote for more jokes too! 
 
Comment From Marge from PA  
I made a donation this morning before the Bear-a-thon was announced and I don't have more to give now, but am very 
impressed with the response from CN! 
 
Congowings  
Marge - thank you for your donation. It is always appreciated. 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
I thought another challenge AA said was to make Randy explode...but then I think she re-stated a dfferent way which 
meant to keep Randy from smokin'.... 
 
Congowings  
I donated for that. ;-) 
 
Comment From hawkwhisperer  
I vote for Randy to tell his bear story. I laughed so hard when he told it the first time.....well....I won't say what happened 
:) It's one of the funniest stories EVER!! 
 
Congowings  
It sure is a great story. He can sure spin a tale . . . 
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Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Hopefully we will hear something on the yearling being released today before 5. DGIF - "Where are you?" 
 
Congowings  
Patience . . . 
 
Comment From Texas Gal  
thanks Thumbnail for sponsoring the CC today! 
 
Comment From Martha  
Congowings if we can raise the money needed to get to the 140K mark by tomorrow, will you please tell us your 
birthday? 
 
Congowings  
No. 
 
Congowings  
Does anyone know what particular item is very important to the bear? 
 
Congowings  
Whoops - let me be more specific - food item - 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Their smell 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Trees 
 
Congowings  
Those are good too - 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
berries 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
bugs. 
 
Comment From Kali -TX  
insect larva, berries, nuts 
 
Comment From Me  
water? 
 
Comment From Amie from GA  
Backpackers food! 
 
Congowings  
lol 
 
Comment From kansvOH  
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Claws so they can dig for food in dirt and trees, etc. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
honey 
 
 
Comment From Judie - MA  
Berries? BTW - aren't they so cute all cuddled up together! 
 
Comment From KJ  
Trees, bark 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ danceladdie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
The little string in the back that makes them talk? 
 
Congowings  
oh geez . . . 
 
Comment From BG  
fat 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
Insects 
 
2:19 
 
Comment From rivergirl  
nuts & berries 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl  
Pupae 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Nuts.... 
 
Comment From Nesher CC  
Do we just write Bear-a-thon in the instruction section of Paypal? 
 
Congowings  
Yes. That will work quite nicely, Nesher. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA  
chewing gum in a truck? 
 
Comment From Me  
food from Ed's feeders 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl  
Apparently also chewing gum 
 
Congowings  
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lol You all are just too funny. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Acorns 
 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ danceladdie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Acorns 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
acorns 
 
Congowings  
You all are correct.   
 
Congowings  
A few years ago a study was performed on the bear’s relationship to acorns. The study showed that the bear’s lives are 
so closely linked to acorns that a poor mast crop can cause the sows to have fewer cubs in their litters, or have no cubs 
at all. There is simply no substitute for acorns in a black bear’s diet. 
 
Congowings  
In Arkansas biologists tracked bears with radio collars and monitored how many cubs they had in relation to the amount 
of acorns available. In years when the mast crop was a total failure, the cub crop was a total failure. The problem lies in a 
thing called “delayed implantation.” 
 
Congowings  
The bears mate in the spring and early summer, but the fertilized eggs do not attach to the uterine wall and begin 
growing until November. 
 
Congowings  
If the sow is in poor condition, she does not have enough fat to support herself and the growing of the cubs inside her, 
and the subsequent nursing of those cubs before they exit the den in spring. Her body simply reabsorbs the eggs and 
they do not attach to the uterine wall. She has no cubs that year. That is doubly bad for the bears since they generally 
only breed every other year. 
 
Congowings  
Poor mast crops also increase dispersal, meaning the bears travel farther. 
 
Comment From BG  
Do acorns contain fat? 
 
Congowings  
Foods are generally lumped into two categories: Carbohydrates and proteins. Proteins are used quickly by the body, 
providing energy, but are not as easily stored as are carbohydrates. 
 
Congowings  
Foods high in carbohydrates are easily stored for later use. Bears store carbohydrates in the form of fat. Acorns are 
super high in carbohydrates. So they are easily converted to fat and the bears instinctively know that.  Hi BG! 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
It's a mast crop, whatever that is... 
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Congowings  
A mast year is a year in which vegetation produces a significant abundance of fruit, mast.  Mast Crop is refering to the 
amount of acrons that are produced by the oak trees. 
 
 
Comment From Pam from KY  
Is it just black bears and acorns? Or do acorns affect brown and grizzlies as well? 
 
Congowings  
Yes, they eat acorns too. 
 
Comment From Raptor 1  
a Ranger we saw on the trail said the swame thing, a pooor acorn crop reduces the number of cubs born 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl  
Wow, Mother Nature is sure species specific in the way she works. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Do they have to compete with the squirrels for the acorns? 
 
Congowings  
Yes, they compete with squirrels too. 
 
Congowings  
And it is interesting that there is a difference between White Oak and Red Oak acorns. 
 
Congowings  
White oak acorns fall first, and sprout immediately after falling so they are eaten first. White oak acorns, upon sprouting, 
become unavailable and/or lose nutritional value. They do not store well like other nuts, so squirrels eat them 
immediately and store other kinds. 
 
Congowings  
The main consumers of acorns, however, are deer. Deer die when their teeth wear out. They like to eat acorns before 
they sprout because the sprouts (roots go down first) have much clinging dirt and sand, which wears down teeth. 
 
Congowings  
Red oak acorns remain perfectly intact until spring, so it makes sense for animals to eat them later regardless of 
preference. 
 
Congowings  
There are two significant reasons that deer, bears, and other animals might prefer acorns of the red oak group: they are 
higher in calories, and their softer structure would make them easier to digest. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Congowings, black oaks produce the small acorn, am I correct? 
 
Congowings  
Yes, they are small and are covered half way by the cap. They also take two years to mature. 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl  
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What kind of acorns do you feed your squirrels Congo? 
 
Congowings  
There are White Oaks in my yard - and the squirrels have to share with the deer. 
 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Acorns are small. They would have to eat a lot of them. Wow. 
 
Congowings  
Oh yes. And they consume quite a number of them. 
 
Comment From Nesher CC  
DONE :) 
 
Congowings  
yay!  Thank you Nesher. The Center appreciates everyone's support! 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Ha! Just looked up "mast crop". It's the fruit of forest trees (like acorns)! 
 
Congowings  
There ya go! 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Hmmm Lydia said something about going on a acorn hunt in the fall when she is here for the Gala. 
 
Congowings  
lol  Okay -   
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

So glad to know that bears love acorn. I will bring them from my back yard. I have lots, lots of them. 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL  
4 out of 5 cubs surveyed said they would rather not be born than to not have enough acorns to eat! Lol! 
 
Comment From Judie - MA  
I just sent a donation via Paypal, but didn't say it was for the bears. I guess I didn't see the section to write that in, since I 
have never used Paypal before. I hope Randy knows that was for the Bear-A-Thon. 
 
Congowings  
You will most likely get an email from Mr. Huwa asking you what the donation is for. Be sure to check your spam in case 
it goes there. 
 
                          ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Ok, I hope hubby isn't upset I donated for bear enclosure again but how do you pass up a matching donation? Kinda like 
a 401k match. Hi Congowings and all CN. 
 
Congowings  
Hi Regina! Thank you - and I know your husband will be thrilled to help the bears. 
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Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Congo I also read an article that wolves have helped the bears in Yellowstone Park get fatter by keeping the deer/elk 
population in check and they have more berries to eat now. And that more willow trees are growing 
 
Congowings  
Thank you Teegie - interesting information. 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
Here is the link. http://news.yahoo.com/wolves-yellowstone-help-grizzly-bears-fatten-183116458.html 
 
Comment From Laura.Brighton.England  
Wow Congo..I am always learning from this site,,the acorn information is amazing. 
 
Congowings  
I think it is amazing to know how vital these little acorns are to a number of wildlife. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  

Do you have pictures of acorns for us to see? I do not know what kind of oaks I have in my back yard. I think I have white 
but I am not sure. All of them grow so fast. 
 
Congowings  
I'm sorry, I don't have any photos available to share here of acorns - well except this one -   
 

 
 
Comment From bets in NJ  
Seeing ThumNail reminds me - I never thanked her for sponsoring the cams today! Thank you! You picked a good day :-) 
 
Comment From Pat in FL  
Guess there will be a Congo minute until the next mod comes on....... 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Learning something new every day at WCV 
 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Comment From BarbG 
very interesting info about acorns-loved the yellowstone article 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I guess I don't have enough squirrels in my yard. I'm always pulling 
up little oak trees! 
 
Congowings 
More trees wouldn't be bad, 33mama. And I wish I could help you out - 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Congowings, Little acorns are growing to be mighty oak trees.... :) I 
remember this phrase well..... :) 
 
Comment From Renee in PA 
Do the acorns have to be from VA? 
 
Congowings 
Mr. Clark mentioned that sometime back I believe. You might ask again 
to make sure they can only take acorns from Virginia, Renee. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
Look at the size of those sweet little paws while they are sleeping. 
Love the pads and toes on the bottom. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
OMG! Did you see that cute stretch on cam #1? Adorable! 
 
Comment From BG 
Thanks, very interesting 
 
Congowings 
You're welcome BG. And nice to see you. 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA 
For ThumNail rom Wikipedia: "White oaks have leaves that display 
rounded lobes. Red oaks have leaves that display pointed lobes." 
 
Congowings 
Thinking ahead - when the bears move into the new Bear Complex - I 
thought you might like to see a video of bears climbing - so everyone 
knows this is normal and won't worry about them falling out of the 
tree . . . 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkArvrupfaY&feature=player_embedded 
 

Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)> 
Bears just being bears. How cool! 
 
Comment From Frankfromchicago 
So the red oaks have pointed lobes like Mr. Spock 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkArvrupfaY&feature=player_embedded
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Congowings 
Hi Frankfromchicago. lol Interesting comparison. Kind of goes with 
red squirrels too - the pointy ears. 
 
Comment From ReneeNC 
Hi everyone: Can someone refresh my memory of how to sign in please? 
 
Congowings 
I'm confused. Sign in where? 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
How cute a whole family of them in the tree. Thanks Congo for the video. 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Tht was very cute. TY Congo. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Oh my! The bears have really good hanger on-ers! 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
I hope the tress are strong where Phrase II is going to be so they can 
climb high and look around. 
 
Congowings 
Oh yes. There are some wonderful trees in that area - all around the 
Center really. They are located in some pretty heavy woods. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Thank you Linda @2:40 My oak trees are sooooo high up. All I see are 
their trunks (tree trunks, of course) and the acorns when they fell on 
my head. :) 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
I don't have a lot of acorns in my area but I am sure they around in 
the forest area where the bears do what bears do in the woods. ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
 
Comment From Texas Gal 
us worry??? =) 
 
Congowings 
I know - what was I thinking . . . 
 
Comment From pmt in MA 
Thanks Congowings 
 
Congowings 
Hi PMT in MA. 
 
Comment From cameranut 
Not that CN would ever worry about anything... 
 
Congowings 
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I know . . . silly idea. 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl 
Guess there is no such thing as a bear with a fear of heights. 
 
 
Congowings 
I sure hope not. They use trees all the time. Even to scratch - 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Thanks Frank.... I have to visit Mr. Spock to compare his ears and oak leaves. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I had not thought of them doing that, how wonderful for them to be out 
in the open and learning how to be bears. Thanks for the video Congo. 
 
Comment From ♥ Jakermo 
What would the situation be where that many bears would be living 
together. [closely]. ?? Does that questions make sense? 
 
Congowings 
Those particular bears may be on a sanctuary, Jakermo. I bet we see 
the same thing when the Center's patients are placed in the Bear 
Complex. 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
No worry zone here 
 
Comment From ReneeNC 
I thought I saw a post that said you need to sign in, but apparently I 
don't. Thanks!! 
 
Congowings 
lol You are here. All is good. 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA 
I found this great site with pics of all kinds of acorns: 
http://bowsite.com/bowsite/features/armchair_biologist/acorns/acorns.html 
Hope this helps, ThumNail! :) 
 
Comment From cameranut 
Congo - do you know if WCV is thinking about putting a few more "tree 
trunks" on each side of the bear enclosure? 
 
 
Congowings 
Hi Cameranut. I haven't heard anything about that. You'll have to ask 
Amanda next time she is on. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

http://bowsite.com/bowsite/features/armchair_biologist/acorns/acorns.html
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I think I have red oaks and black oaks in my back yard from Linda and 
Frank information. Thanks. 
 
Congowings 
Something else we might see - the bears scent marking - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=I4zRT_nQtok 
 
Comment From Teach6 
Did I see fish in the food mix? Where does it come from? 
 
Congowings 
You might. I believe fish is also offered to the bears, Teach6. The 
Center has some venders they get the fish from. 
 

Comment From Cathy AJ from Mich. ❤ ( *)> 
I'm enjoying all the info and videos. Thanks, Congo! 
 
Comment From BarbG 
great video 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Congo, do you know if the gentleman in the video was Dr. Rogers? 
 
Congowings 
Yes, that was Lynn Rogers. 
Comment From Judie - MA 
In the new Bear Complex - how will they keep the bears from escaping 
if they are able to climb trees? Will the trees only be in the middle? 
 
Congowings 
The Center will remove trees around the perimeter and place (for a 
lack of a better word) protection around the base of the tree to 
prevent them from climbing the trees close to the fences. 
 
Comment From Lora in NE Ohio 
Boy, am I late checking in here...have a LOT of scrolling to do to 
catch up. On the subject of acorns, too bad they have to be from VA. A 
couple years in a row we had so many acorns, it was like walking on 
mables and I actually used a ShopVac to clean them up in the yard!! 
(going to scroll back now....Hi Ms Congo!!) 
 
Congowings 
Hello Lora. Better later than never. Nice to see you! 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl 
Congo do you think salmon would have the same type of effect on the 
number of cubs a female might have since it too is high in fat? 
 
Congowings 
I'm not really sure, Sharon. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=I4zRT_nQtok
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Comment From Lora in NE Ohio 
Oooh, comment at 10:49 by Guest about Buddy says it ALL! Whooo hoooo! 
I totally agree. (back to scrolling) 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Oh my, he (human)teach us by show and tell, too. Bears are in great 
natural selves. 
 
Congowings 
Nadine-UP, you need to retype your post. The link didn't work for me. 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Good gravy! I am back form my meeting but way to much to scroll back 
on! Bear-a-thon in full swing. Guess Randy is staying up all night 
 
Congowings 
Welcome back Lydia. Did you scroll and see the new amount raised? 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
These bears in the video are showing how they find fish different ways. 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bear+videos+in+the+wilderness&mid=F3DE962AE3E750927F4DF3DE962AE3E75
0927F4D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE1 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Hello Ms. Congowings 
 
Congowings 
Hello Mr. Huwa. 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Yes I did! WOW! I am impressed! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Any interest in a 3 p.m. update? 
 
Congowings 
Get ready to be more impressed - 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Ok, so, since the launch of the Bear-A-Thon at noon ... we're received ... 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
in online donations ... 
 
Congowings 
You must be tired Mr. Huwa - you are typing slow - 
 
Comment From Deb in PA 
Yes, please, tell us more Randy! 
 

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bear+videos+in+the+wilderness&mid=F3DE962AE3E750927F4DF3DE962AE3E750927F4D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE1
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bear+videos+in+the+wilderness&mid=F3DE962AE3E750927F4DF3DE962AE3E750927F4D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE1
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Comment From pmt in MA 
yeah update 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
a total of ... 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Hit us with your best shot Randy 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
as of 3 p.m. a total of ... 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
$4,075.76 
 
Congowings 
Wow!! That is incredible! 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Yay!!!!!!! 
 
Comment From pmt in MA 
YEAH!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
For a grand running total of $124,004.76 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Great!!! 
 
Comment From Deb in PA 
Holy cow, er bear! LOL 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Yippee! 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Very Good :) 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
Wonderful!!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
THANK YOU!!!! 
 
Comment From Dot..Cooperstown, NY 
Good Afternoon Congowings & Mr. Huwa! 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
fantastic! 
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Comment From Phyl in Indiana 
Tearing away to hit the donate button !! 
 
Comment From Guest 
"Bearly impress" 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Wahoo! I think I need to donats some extra cents to mess that >76 
number up a bit :) 
 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Big Bear, over and out ... and thanks! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Ok, now, back to our regularly scheduled Bear-A-Thon. 
 
Congowings 
Thank you for the update Mr. Huwa - and thank you to everyone who has donated. 
 
Comment From Judie - MA 
Awesome! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I have a good picture of another place that rescues bears, and it 
shows their fence, which is easily 8 ft. tall with another clear 
plastic shelf-like piece in front aimed toward the ground. No bear can 
climb it, and it is very good for keeping them in control. I can send 
this picture to you to post, if you like. 
 
 
Congowings 
Source WCV: The two-acre Bear Complex provides long-term, outdoor 
enclosures for healthy young bears. This complex will include three 
large “yards” of about 1/2 acre each, all inside a 15-foot, 
double-fenced secure buffer. A 40’ entrance area will give staff 
access into secure triple-door systems that enter into a segregation 
area of each ½ acre enclosure. 
 
Congowings 
The perimeter fence will be at least eight feet tall, with 45-degree 
extensions containing two strands of barbless wire and one hotwire. 
This system will keep forest visitors out of the bear enclosure. The 
inner enclosure fences will be nine to 10 feet tall and will have 
suspended four-foot plastic panels on the inner walls of the fence to 
prevent climbing. 
 
Congowings 
Each yard will be an area of natural forest habitat – with trees, 
stumps, bushes, brush, and other native plants. These will be the 
“classrooms” in which our cubs and yearling black bears can interact 
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with other bears and practice the skills they’ll need in the wild. 
 
Congowings 
When constructed, major trees and land contours will be taken into 
account. While the plans pictured here show a large facility with 
straight-line fences, the end result will likely be curved walls that 
meander slightly through the forest. 
 
 
 
Congowings 
Each enclosure will contain a concrete pool [approximately six by 10 
feet] and an automatic waterer. Dens will also be provided using 
four-foot corrugated pipe. All large trees located near the enclosure 
walls will be wrapped with slippery protective metal to ensure that 
the cubs cannot climb them and escape. 
 
Congowings 
Two towers will be constructed with the bear facility, between the 
three bear yards. The towers will be three levels: a storage area at 
the lowest level, a station for food dispersal at the middle level, 
and an observation deck and camera housing at the top level. 
 
Congowings 
Each bear yard will house about 10-12 bear cubs. Depending on the 
Center’s annual case load, this means that one or two enclosure may 
not be in use, which will allow previously used yards to lay fallow 
for a season to regenerate growth. 
 
Congowings 
Hope that information answers some of the questions concerning the new 
Bear Complex. It really will be a wonderful place for them to learn 
what they need to learn before being released. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
OK, so I missed that actual height but it is the same fence, 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato 
Wow!! The donations are rolling in at a pretty good clip today during 
the Bear-A-Thon!! Way to go CN!! :o) 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
It was those plastic panels that I was referring to. Which certainly 
can prevent any climbing, if a bear was really interested. And the 
metal straps on the trees, too. 
 
Comment From Debbie in Maine 
Hi Congo---I just wanted to thank YOU and MVK for assisting WCV with 
the bear-a-thin! You guys are just amazing with the amount of time you 
contribute to the blog....and the incredible info you both share with 
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all of us! Many, many thanks!!!! 
 
Congowings 
Hi Debbie. We thank you - you all are what make this Moderated 
Discussion so enjoyable. ;-) 
 
Comment From Teach6 
I have watched the Lily site for awhile and last night posted this 
link hoping that more "bear" people would come on over. Nice to see 
the video of Dr. Rogers! Nice when everyone has the benefit of the 
animals at heart! 
 
Congowings 
So many people all over have really done a wonderful job trying to 
educate everyone about the wildlife we live with. And I think it helps 
- and the word is getting out more now (thanks to the internet and the 
cams). 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Hi, everyone! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
How's the bear-a-thon going? 
 

 
Congowings 
It is going beary well, Amanda - 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Hi Amanda! So far, so good! 
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Comment From Guest 
Randy pops up every hour like a whack-a-mole. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Great! Hello Ms Amanda :) 
 
Comment From Texas Gal 
I am loving it! 
 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Super BEARY well! CN Rocks.... 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Hullo Amanda - whacha been doing? 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Oh ... things. 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
hi amanda! 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Beary good Amanda:) 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
The Bear-A-Thon is so much fun. I get so excited I keep wanting to hit 
the donate button again and again. Wish I could really afford to do 
that. Thanks to everyone for donating, and to WCV. You all are the 
best. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Do we have a trivia winner??? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Are we ready for one ?!?!? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
We received many answers to the trivia question. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
And some were even correct! 
Comment From Deb in PA 
We can hardly "bear" all this excitement! LOL 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Correct is a good THING! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
So, a reminder on our question: 
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Which bear cub is this? Please provide: Patient #, gender, location of 
rescue, and approximate weight at arrival. Additionally, where is this 
bear currently housed? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
And to be correct, you had to have ALL components be correct. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Now, this wasn't a guess ... this was relying on your website hunting 
skills. Tracking down a familiar patient .. .using some clues to 
determine the answer ... obtaining the info from the patient story .. 
.and then going to a different story (bears!) to determine the last 
part of that question. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
So ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I'm pleased to announce ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
The FIRST person to submit the fully correct answer ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
The winner of a "I Saved a Black Bear cub's Life" t-shirt ... 
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                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

drum rolllll 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Black Bear cub 13-0470. Male. Green County VA. 3.6kg. Presently in 
Large Mammal Isolation Enclosure. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Congrats to Teegie!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/current-patients/black-bear-cubs-13-0469-and-13-0470 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Congrats Teegie 
 
Comment From MH in SC 
Congrats to Teegie.... 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
congrats, teegie! 
 
Comment From Susan in KY { *}> 
AA ~ we are going to take your " . . . ." away ~ LOL 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato 
YAY Teegie!! Congrats!! :o) 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Congrats Teegie!!!!! 
 
Comment From BarbG 
yea Teegie congrats 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
WOW 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I'm very proud of the other eight or so people who also got this correct. 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Yeasss for Teegie and happy shirt to you !!!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
So, Teegie ... if you want to write in a message confirming your name, 
address, and shirt size ... we will mail that to you! I wont push it 
through ... you can either just write it in here, or email 
outreach@wildlifecenter.org 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/current-patients/black-bear-cubs-13-0469-and-13-0470
mailto:outreach@wildlifecenter.org
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Congrats Teegie!!!!!! 
 
                     ๏  ๏) 

Our 19 kids clapping to congrat Teegie! WOW! 
 
Comment From Guest 
Being proud ain't the same as a shirt. 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC 
way to go, Teegie!!! 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Teegie are you happy dancing???!?!?!?!? 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

And I loved 13-040 photo with Dr. Rich--amazing how tinsy he was 
compared to now! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Yay for Teegie! Congratulations :) 
 
Comment From cameranut 
Awww - way to go Teegie - Congratulations!!! May you thoroughly enjoy 
you T-shirt :) 
 
Comment From KJ 
Way to go Teegie. Congrats 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
TY 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I am in shock!! 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Amanda that was hard to tell the difference between 0469 and 0470 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Well, it was at first .. .and then we put that colored white-out on them. :) 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I cannot believe I was first ! 
 
Comment From Texas Gal 
woohoo Teegie! 
 
Comment From Sandy-Harrisonburg ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Hi BN!! Days like this on the discussion are such fun. I gave my 
second donation the day the cubs moved into the new complex - it was 
their house warming gift. I told myself that was it - there wasn't 
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anymore money available to donate, no matter what kind of last minute 
plea I heard. (Like 'Help us with the last $5000). Sheesh I'm having a 
hard time today staying away from the Donate button. Wonder how strong 
my will is :-) 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Feel the pull of the bear-a-thon ... :) 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
pssst - hey Sandy - shake the cushions for cents!!!!! Mess with Big 
Bears totals!!!! 
 
Comment                  ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I want Teegie on my scavenger hunt team! 
 
Comment From KJ 
Every penny counts!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I'll have Trivia #2 question for you ... a bit later. That one will 
probably give you something to do this evening ... until Ed comes on. 
:) 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

LOL Sandy, same here for me, but Bear A Thon is sucking me in 
 
Comment From Daneille ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
What time will Ed be coming on tonight? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I think around 8:00 p.m.? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Unless he is ready earlier and gets excited and comes in! 
 
Comment From rivergirl 
I understand the bears will finally be released after bear hunting 
season is over...which I believe is sometime in February. If that is 
true, won't the bears have a harder time trying for forage for 
themselves in a strange area after having room service for months. 
Granted they can do without food for extended periods of time, but 
what specifically will they be able to find to munch on that time of 
the year? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Sometime in mid-January. And since that is their winter denning 
period, they actually won't have to worry about finding food! 
 
Comment From rivergirl 
So, will they be weaned off daily feeding until their release? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
No, we'll keep feeding at least until December -- remember they 
actually stay pretty active until that time of year. They'll be 
majorly putting on the pounds and calories -- so we'll actually 
increase feeding through the fall. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Okay gang, I think Congo has stretched her legs ... I'm back out for 
now. Back in a bit with Trivia #2 ... and before THAT ... another ... 
thing. :) 
Congowings 
Just a minute . . . 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Groan ... a minute? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Here, stare at this cute photo: 
 

 
 
Comment From Nana in Canada 
Hi Congo & everyone. Just getting in from a hectic day so far. Missed 
the big reveal on the "THING" Do I really have to scroll way back? 
Perhaps a hint or some thing. LOL 
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Congowings 
Nana - the 'Thing' is a 24 hour Bear-A-Thon. We are closing in on the 
goal - and have already met the challenge set forth by a wonderful 
supporter. 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana 
Confirmed !! Donate button works in Indiana !! 
 
Comment From BarbG 
I so agree Debbie and have learned lots this afternoon 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl 
Just switched and cam 2 has the other side of bear pen on. Thanks WCV! 
 
Comment From Daneille ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
((((( Bear Hugs ))))) 
 
Comment From BG 
How about a simpler trivia question. Like "does a bear poop in the woods?' 
 
Congowings 
lol BG. 
 
Comment From Leslee 
WCV's summer bear camp has, running swimming climbing wrestling and 
all you can eat. Where can I sign up for that? 
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Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I see there a lot of new names..welcome everyone! 
 
Congowings 
Yes - welcome to all! So glad to have you join us. 
 
Comment From izzy2cool4u 
Congowings what do you call a bear without teeth? A Gummy Bear :)... 
mmm wouldn't mind some actually to celebrate this bear-a-thon 
 
Congowings 
Oh geez . . . 
 
Comment From Soarin 
Hi Amanda, I'm a bit late and was wondering if the bear-a-thon. was 
the big announcement. 
 
Congowings 
Yes. That was the big announcement. The yearling is being released 
today too - but that was posted earlier. 
 
Comment From cameranut 
Amanda - are there any thoughts toward adding a few extra "tree 
trunks" to each side of the isolation enclosure? 
 
Congowings 
Each pen has two tree trunks for them to climb up on. No more will be 
added, Cameranut. 
 
Comment From ThumNail 
Congowings, will staffs go to large enclosure and feed the bears? If 
so, bears will be able to see human, right? 
 
Congowings 
The food will be thrown out from the towers, ThumNail. 
 
Congowings 
They may see the staff when they go to the towers, but not for long. 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
Poor Randy....he isn't at all like a whack-a-mole. We love you Big Bear. 
 
Congowings 
Oh, I like that, lol. 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA 
AA, I think I had all the elements of the trivia question answered 
correctly, but for the benefit of everyone could you please post the 
answer here? Thanks! 
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Congowings 
Linda, Amanda posted Teegie's correct answer earlier. Is that what you mean? 
 
Comment From Bonita ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Will the bear cubs be released if snow is on the ground? 
 
Congowings 
I would think so. We don't really get much snow in our state. 
 
Congowings 
And when it does snow - it doesn't hang around very long. 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Lydia@ 3:25 I would be happy to be on any team with you and the rest 
of this CN/BN and WCV lovers:) 
 
Comment From Bonita ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Uh oh - one of her famous congo minutes!! 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Uh oh... a minute? or a Congo minute? 
 
Congowings 
It was just a little one. I was searching for something and was a bit 
challenged. 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Hi Congowings. Hope your day is going very well. 
 
Congowings 
Hi Kyle. Day going very well. Hope yours is too. 
 
Comment From BarbG 
that is the cutest photo 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Aww! Sweet little baby! 
 
Congowings 
That was a cute photo wasn't it? 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Someone does not like getting ears checked 
 
Comment From KJ 
AWWWW that is way TO CUTE!! Cub is yelling MOM!!!! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

AWWWWWWWWWWWWW! 
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Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
That IS a cute photo! I bet wcv has sooooooooo many cute photos from 
over the years. 
 
Comment From Me 
That is an adorable photo. Checking his/her head for???? Someone needs 
to caption this picture. 
 
Comment From Soarin 
The bear is cute too LOL 
 
Congowings 
I did? 
 
Comment From Vivian in PA 
ThumNail - thank you for sponsoring the cameras today! 
 
Comment From Abby 
Hi guys I am turning 12 in a couple of days 
 
Congowings 
Hi Abby. Nice to see you. Congrats on the upcoming birthday. 
 
Comment From pmt in MA 
Trivia answers from Teegie @3:21 
 
Congowings 
Thank you PMT in MA. 
 
Comment From Martha 
Two men go out for a walk in the forest when they see a bear. The 
first takes off his backpack, takes out a pair of trainers, and puts 
them on. The other looks at him and says, ‘That’s pretty stupid. You 
can’t outrun a bear!’ ‘That’s true,’ says his friend. ‘But then again, 
I only need to outrun you.’ 
 
Congowings 
groan . . . 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Congowings, I'm sending NY snow down to you this year!!! :-) 
 
Congowings 
You are just so thoughtful, Lois. 
 
Comment From Me 
Congo: If you are only a bit challenged, you are doing much better 
than I am today. :)))) 
 
Congowings 
I may have fudged a bit. I was a little more than a bit challenged. :-) 
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Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Trivia 1 answer: Black Bear cub 13-0470. Male. Found in Green County 
VA. Approx weight on admission3.6kg. Presently in Large Mammal 
Isolation Enclosure. 
 
Congowings 
Congratulations Teegie! You were fast and correct. 
 
Comment From Martha 
Why are bears large, brown and hairy? Because if they were small, 
round and white they’d be eggs. 
 
Congowings 
Oh geez . . . . 
 
Comment From Me 
Can't wait to see the 4 p.m. totals. 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
those odd cents occur when traction fee taken out via Pay Pal. Right? 
 
Congowings 
No. Some supporters like to add the cents. ;-) 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Yeah, lets go CN! We need to get this bear facility paid for so Congo 
can get to her calendars :) 
 
 
Congowings 
double groan . . . 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
(right because she's making a couple kinds, right?) 
 
Congowings 
No . . . 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
That's what Rabbit told me. 
 
Congowings 
Rabbit tells fibs . . . 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Congowings, I do not see anything wrong with the posts. I do not see 
squirrel or squirrely, neither. 
 
Congowings 
On my end, ThumNail. I go through the posts and then all of a sudden 
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some are there that weren't there. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Congo, we're so glad to have you here that we would forgive you for anything! 
 
Congowings 
Ahhh - that is nice of you to say. 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL 
Gee, I never thought of having to keep forest animals OUT of the bear 
enclosure. What animals would hurt bear cubs? 
 
Congowings 
Not necessarily hurt them - but they could cause problems and eat 
their food. Want to keep humans out too - 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
You bet it's amazing. I was going to give Ed my donation at the "Ed 
Meet & Greet" this Friday, but I'm sure they'll have made the goal by 
then. Guess I'll still give it to Ed. I'm sure he'll find a use for it 
somewhere at WCV. Talk about the "Ed Meet & Greet"......many of us are 
really getting excited. :) 
 
Congowings 
I know he will appreciate it. And while it is wonderful to receive 
funds for the enclosure - the regular operating expenses of the Center 
goes on - and they need donations just to keep it running. So thank 
you! I know you will enjoy seeing Mr. Clark. Where he goes - the party 
goes. 
 
Comment From Karin-FL 
I know I asked earlier but haven't seen any kind of response but is 
there a particular reason why the one (sometimes two) cubs keep pacing 
back and forth between the water and the stump? He/she has been 
constant all day 
 
Congowings 
Hi Karin. The staff are aware of the bear pacing and are not sure what 
the reason might be. They are keeping an eye on the bear's behavior. 
I'm sure they will check to see how this bear does when it is placed 
in the larger complex. It didn't pace in the other enclosure. Maybe 
too much stimuli? And it wants to get out now that it sees the forest? 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Haven't seen GN on here today either. 
 
Congowings 
GN who? 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
So! I think we are successfully keeping Randy VERY busy! Took almost 2 
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hours to get my thank you email! lol 
 
Congowings 
Oh my! He must be very, beary busy! 
 
Comment From Teach6 
Sorry if this has been answered already but what time period are they 
looking at for release? Are they all different ages? Is it usually a 
year when they are set free? Will instinct be what they use without 
mom's training? 
 
Congowings 
They are all about the same age - just a little different in birth 
times. VDGIF expects to release them in January. I don't think they 
will all be released at the same time or in the same location. 
 
Congowings 
Source WCV: In the wild, Black Bear cubs typically remain with their 
mothers for about 17 months. Even though these bear cubs only spent a 
brief amount of time with their mothers [three to four months], they 
have already learned some important lessons from their mothers [for 
example, climbing trees when in danger]. 
 
Congowings 
There have been a good number of studies on survivorship of orphaned 
cubs; several different studies suggest that orphaned cubs are able to 
survive on their own when they are as young as five-and-a-half months 
old. According to John Beecham, “Leaving a cub in the wild is a viable 
option for many cubs if they are old enough to survive alone and have 
adequate fat reserves. 
 
Congowings 
American black bear cubs as young as five to seven months of age have 
survived … information from studying released bears suggests that 
survival rates are higher for older, larger cubs.” 
 
Congowings 
According to a study by the U.S.D.A., L.L. Rogers notes, “Although 
black bear cubs normally remain with their mothers for 17 months … 
they are commonly self-sufficient at five months [by June-July, 
depending when they were born], and they instinctively construct dens 
in the fall.” 
 
Congowings 
By keeping and feeding the cubs through the fall [in the new large 
Black Bear facility that will be constructed this summer], the 
Wildlife Center  and the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries will 
increase the survivorship of these orphaned cubs. 
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Comment From Lora in NE Ohio 
Whew!! I finally got done scrolling back! Lots to read. Thanks 
ThumNail for sponsoring the cams (thanks Steve!). Hello everyone! Time 
for me to make a donation for the bears! (hello Buddy! I would never 
forget you) 
 
Comment From Gwen in Jax FL 
Donate button works just fine in Jacksonville, Fl and have already 
received Thank You email from Randy! 
 
Comment From Lora in NE Ohio 
Donate button works in NE Ohio!!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Oh dear. Ms. Amanda and Ms. Congowings are BOTH in here! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Randy! 
 
Congowings 
Sorry Mr. Huwa - things are a bit fast here today. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Interested in an update?? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I want to know an update. 
 
Congowings 
Of course! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Lucky Rabbit is not here right now Randy! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Yes! Update please 
 
Comment From Teach6 
Thank you so much for the info. I am a worrier but I know they are in 
the best hands possible. 
 
Congowings 
You're welcome Teach6. Hope that answered your question. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Do you think Rabbit has a good supply of jokes??? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Groan. I would pay not to hear more terrible jokes. 
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Comment From Karin-FL 
Thank you - just wanted to make sure I wasn't the only one that noticed :) 
 
Congowings 
Thank you for your observation, Karin. We all hope the bears will have 
a happy life. ;-) 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl 
Got another update, Randy? I will be donating again by mail since 
PayPal and I have "issues". 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Absolutely, Big Bear. What's the number now? 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ 
You betcha.... 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
So .... since 12 noon today ... we have received in online gifts ... 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
A total of ... 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
$5,996 and 31 cents 
 
Congowings 
31 cents . . . 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
And we received an additional $620 in the mail so that our Grand Total 
thus far is ... 
 
Congowings 
Wow - that's nice from the mail - 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
$126,545.31 
 
Congowings 
Wow! 
 
Comment From bets in NJ 
HOLY CANOLI!!! That's awesome!!! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Wahoo! And new cents too! 
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Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Beay Nice progress :) 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
We are 90 percent of the way to our goal. 
 
Comment From KJ 
$13,454.69 to go YAAAA 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Whoooooohoooooooooo! That's an awesome total. Thanks to all the 
generous donors out there. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Woo hoo!! What great progress!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Getting ever closer. THANKS!!! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

WOW!!!!!!!! YEAH!!!!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Big Bear, over and out. 
 
Congowings 
Thank you Mr. Huwa for the update. You can almost see the finish line! 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Wow! new cents! LOLOLOLOLOL 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Only $13, 454 and 69 cents to go! We have all Night! 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Just hit the Donate button, Amanda. I'm sure with a big enough 
donation, they'll omit the "terrible" jokes. 
 
Comment From Vivian in PA 
Mr. Huwa is a bit late with the 4:oo P.M. update. I hope that means 
that he is exceptionally busy! 
 
Congowings 
He came through. I think he has been very busy today! 
 
Comment From KJ 
Yes, A Buddy 5 year birthday calendar, a bear calendar, and an Eagle 
calendar. Thats what I heard. :) ducking!!! 
 
Congowings 
Good grief . . . 
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Comment From bj in UT 
Hello Amanda & Congowings... I had an appt this morning and missed the 
bear & rabbit "THING." Can you tell me where I can go to see it? 
Thanks so much. 
 
Congowings 
The Thing is a Bear-A-Thon. Go back to 12 noon to read the launch of 
it, BJ in UT. I'm not sure where the Bear and Rabbit video is posted. 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Three nature lovers went for a drive into the mountains one day to see 
if they could spot some bears. They wanted to take pictures of bears 
for their photo album. So they drove along an old dirt road until they 
entered the trees. As they rounded a curve, they spotted a sign that 
read: "BEAR LEFT." So they turned around and went home. 
 
Congowings 
Oh geez . . . . what is with all these bear jokes. You all are too funny! 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Another great video of what bears do with trees. 
http://devour.com/video/what-bears-do-when-youre-not-looking/ 
 
Congowings 
Thank you for sharing Teegie. 
 
Comment From Lora in NE Ohio 
comment at 11:30 from otterlady about being a bear made me laugh out 
loud (back to scrolling.......) 
 
Comment From Guest 
What animal do you look like when you get into the bath? A little bear! 
 
Congowings 
sigh . . . 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

(I am worried we are giving her too much time to think about hiding 
things) LOL Rabbit is an instigator! 
 
Congowings 
Hiding what? You all have me totally confused - 
 
Comment From Deb in SD 
Hi Congo! Looks like everyone is having a fun day! I am trying to read 
back to see what I have missed --gotta keep working, ya know! Now I 
don't want to go back to work--this is way more fun! 
 
Congowings 
Hi Deb in SD. Get ready for a bit of scrolling. Glad you could make it. 

http://devour.com/video/what-bears-do-when-youre-not-looking/
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Comment From Judie - MA 
That is wonderful! WCV sure has some great supporters! 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
Great Report $$ wise. AND, I have had the loudest laughter from the 
jokes posted recently by viewers> 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
Maybe the eneving viewers from east coast to (and including) west 
coast can bring the Bear-a-ton to a successful end. Then rest for WVC 
staff hosinting this. Onward! 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
The video is way back at 12:12 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
I like KJ's idea......especially a "Buddy" calendar. :) 
 
Congowings 
Well, Buddy is always in the calendar of course. 
 
Comment From Guest 
is there something going with that bear i am worry first time its 
happen he fell on his head?? going back and forth 
 
Congowings 
Scroll back to 4:08 - thank you. 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

You Congo hiding..unique things.. 
 
Congowings 
Oh - that. I hope to be more unique for 2014. 
 
Comment From Guest 
Any word on when the 2nd group of 8 will be moved? 
 
Congowings 
I haven't heard, Guest. Sometime this week. 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL 
What do you call bears with no ears? 
 
Congowings 
I give up . . . 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Cathy - nothing since they can't hear? 
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Comment From Guest 
b's 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL 
What do you call bears with no ears? Wait for it....'B' ... get it? 
.....Bears with no ears? 
 
Congowings 
groan . . . 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
An Arctic explorer came face to face with a polar bear. Afraid of 
being eaten, he fell to his knees and started praying. When the polar 
bear knelt down beside him and started praying too, the man shouted, 
"It's a miracle!" The polar bear opened one eye and said "Don't talk 
while I'm saying grace." 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
You're going to miss the THING! 
 
Congowings 
And that is coming up soon right? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Yes in ... just a moment! 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
The "THING"......isn't this "THING" 24 hours? 
 
Comment From Guest 
I thought this was the thing. 
 
Congowings 
What kind of moment? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
This is a thing of the Thing. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Not a Congominute. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
So, we're having a bear-a-thon ... a big fundraising push ... to 
complete the fundraising so we can build/finish our new Black Bear cub 
facility. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
And we are doing wonderfully! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
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And you guys have seen the plans ... 
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
But what exactly does this look like ... right now? 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A67wYzhTBUE&feature=player_embedded 
 
 
Congowings 
I'm out of breath . . . seriously - wow. Thank you Amanda for the tour! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I had to edit out a fair bit of my wheezing. :) 
 
Comment From Heidi 
Wonderful video and narration. Thank you. 
 
Comment From Sue from MA 
Where's the "like" button?!? Oh wait - it's disguised as the "donate" button!! 
 
Comment From pmt in MA 
You're going to need golf carts to get around the complex. 
 
Comment From pmt in MA 
Thank you for the tour Amanda, that is coming together real fast! 
 
Comment From Deb in SD 
Wow! I didn't realize exactly how BIG the enclosure is going to be 
until seeing this video! The bears are going to think they are free! 
 
Comment From Susan in KY { *}> 
over the river and thru the woods to Grandma's house we go . . . . . 
 
Comment From Jeanne - QBY NY 
ACK! When these videos get loaded into the chat, mine start 
automatically so I'm sitting here minding my business and all of the 
sudden I hear Amanda! 
 
Congowings 
;-) Nice to see you, Jeanne. 
 
Comment From Deb in SD 
That was awesome-thank you Amanda! 
 
Comment From Lyd         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Awesome! 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Amanda you had quite the hike today. Wonderful video 
 
Comment From BarbG 
great video-love it 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A67wYzhTBUE&feature=player_embedded
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Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Claps, claps, claps.... Wonderful tour, Amanda. You are not just 
amazing, you are great amazing Amanda. 
 
 
Comment From Texas Gal 
thanks Amanda for the preview of the bear palace! Did they pave the 
roads just for the bear pens? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Yes. Remember, that was all thick forest before ... so the perimeter 
was cleared and then the gravel was rolled down there ... 
 
Comment From FLGranny 
Much larger that I imagined. Rehabbers will need an ATV to haul enough 
food or nobody will get feed except the bears. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Amanda, do you have a gator or some other vehicle for the transporting 
of supplies? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
That's the idea, actually ... something like a gator. We're looking 
into options! 
 
Comment From Guest 
drats I can't open at work...what is it? GoPro tour? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Yes, GoPro YouTube video tour! 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Thanks for the wonderful tour Amanda. You obviously have been beary, beary busy. 
 
Comment From rivergirl 
I'm speechless...what an incredible facility to extend the care of 
larger animals...yes, you'll need a gator! 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
Wow!! lots of measurements, numbers, etc to build the 3 wilderness 
enclosures. I got lost on the tour. Lots of work ahead. When is it 
hoped to be completed? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Sometime in the next couple of months! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
So ... 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Here is Trivia question #2 ... and this is a hard one (after watching 
the video back): How many times does bear reporter appear in the new 
video tour of Phase II, and where does he appear? 
 
I'll check for answers tomorrow morning on that one ... give you some 
time to watch it. Again. :) 
 
Congowings 
Oh geez . . . . I didn't even see one bear reporter while watching. lol 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Better watch again ... 
 
Congowings 
I guess so - 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Keep your eyes peeled ... 
 
Comment From julia phx az 
poor bear just pacing back and forth hope he is ok? :( yes i did scoll back 
 
Congowings 
Scroll back to 4:08, Julia. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
LOL I was too interested in seeing the video than to see the cub reporter 
 
Comment From MariaD, Boston 
Oooo, I thought I spotted it at some point. Will have to re-watch it full screen 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
geez, i'll never find him. 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Oh my - by the time I get home and watch it someone will already have 
the answer - but I will watch and see anyway - can't watch it at work! 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
What is a gator? 
 
Congowings 
Here is one - not sure if the Center will use one like this though. 
http://www.deere.com/wps/dcom/en_US/products/equipment/gator_utility_vehicles/gator_utility_vehicles.page 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
wow! nice and big, and definitely "hatural" forest! 
 

http://www.deere.com/wps/dcom/en_US/products/equipment/gator_utility_vehicles/gator_utility_vehicles.page
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Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
And we've received donations from across the U.S. ... and gifts from 
Canada and the United Kingdom as well! 
 
Congowings 
That is amazing Mr. Huwa. It is wonderful the way people from all over 
will pull together. 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL 
What are the 'runs' for parallel to the towers? Will people need to 
walk between the enclosures? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I'm not quite sure I follow-- no, people won't be entering the actual 
enclosures when there are bears there. The access roads will get the 
people TO the tower ... and they'll cast food from there. 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
Hello Miss Amanda and Congo! We were are learning about science 
careers and were wondering if we could ask some questions. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Hello, class! 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
We were wondering what 'science careers' are at the center? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Many of the people here at the Center come from science backgrounds. We have: 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Wildlife Rehabilitators: the people who take care of the animals every 
day. This includes feeding (so they have to know a lot about what 
types of foods animals eat, and what is nutritious!), exercising them, 
housing them safely (again, knowing lots of natural history 
information helps!), and more. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Veterinarians: these vets have been in school for a long time … and 
are specializing in wildlife! They definitely use a lot of science – 
they have to know anatomy, biology, medical procedures, medications, 
and they use a lot math too to help calculate the medication dosages! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Technicians: These specialists have a lot of experience looking under 
microscopes – and they know a lot of cellular biology. So they know 
how to identify blood cells, and parasites, and lots of really really 
tiny things that can affect our patients! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Outreach: Even though Raina and I have more of a teaching/education 
role, we use a lot of science in our everyday life. We try to learn as 
much natural history as possible about all of our patients and our 
education animals! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Hope that helps. And if you ever have questions for the specialists 
here … feel free to ask! 
 
Comment From mrsmatheson #8 
how are the baers 
 
Comment From mrsmatheson #8 
how are the bears 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
They're good! They're eating well ... and playing ... and climbing ... 
and bathing! 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
How many vets do you have? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
There are three vets in a "vet role" here at the Center, but Kelli 
(our certified wildlife rehabilitator) is also a vet! 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
How many animals are there right now? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
We have 194 patients right now! 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
Is that alot of patients? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
That is a lot of patients ... but not as many as we had in May/June! 
At the very busiest times of year we will sometimes have 250 or more 
patients. 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
Is that big number because babies are being born? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Yes, we tend to be much busier in the spring/summer because of the 
young animal admissions. For example, when we get baby opossums in, we 
typically receive 9 or 10 at a time! 
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Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
There are 4 4th graders interested in working in wildlife. Wow, I'm impressed. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
That's great! 
 
Comment From Brenda ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Will there be snakes in the Phase II enclosures with the bears? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I guess if they want to be? :) 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
One student would like to know why you started working there, Miss Amanda. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I always wanted to work with animals -- for many years, I thought I 
wanted to be a vet. And I had the wonderful opportunity of doing an 
internship here when I was in college. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
And when I was in the midst of my internship, I realized ... this is 
pretty cool! And actually ... I don't want to be a vet! Not that 
surgery grossed me out, but I didn't really have an interest in doing 
procedures like that ... I wanted to be running around outside, 
exercising birds, and feeding baby opossums, etc. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
It was so much fun ... I applied for a job after college ... and got it! 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
So, one student wants to know if she can work there when she grows up? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Sure! :) I strongly recommend doing internships when in college. Gives 
you a great feel for a career ... you can see if you really like it! 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
What is an internship? 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Internships are sort of like working -- usually for free -- for a set 
period of time. So, rehabilitation internships at the Center are 
usually for eight weeks. They provide some great experience! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
If you guys have some time to practice reading sometime, we have some 
of our interns (which we do call "externs" ... but let's keep it 
simple) featured on our blog! http://wildlifecenter.org/blog 
 
 

http://wildlifecenter.org/blog
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I have two more to post this week. It's been a lot of fun reading 
about their experiences here at the Center, and what they've learned. 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
Okay, there aren't anymore questions and I'm being asked if they can 
watch the bears full screen. Thanks for answering our quesitons! (now 
they want to say good bye) 
 
Comment From mrsmatheson #8 
by!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Comment From Guest 
bye 
 
Comment From mrs. mathason#16 
goodbye 
 
Congowings 
Glad you all stopped by Mrs. Matheson. Good luck to your students this year. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Thanks for stopping by!! Enjoy the bears! 
 
Comment From Ellie, NJ 
I am somewhat confused by the new outdoor bear facility. What will 
keep the bears from climbing over the fence - or hoping over from a 
nearby tree? 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
OK.. I visualize these smart bears climbing the trees cloest to the 
fences, bend limbs over so they can grab onto the trees outside the 
pen, linke GN's monkeys would 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
had some things to do and watched the video of the new bear enclosure. 
Not sure if this has been addressed yet, but a question comes to 
mind... will they be able to climb a tree and be able to 'escape' 
their pen???? 
 
Congowings 
All large trees located near the enclosure walls will be wrapped with 
slippery protective metal to ensure that the cubs cannot climb them 
and escape over the fence. The idea is for them to climb the trees 
that are more in the center of each pen - away from the fence line. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Amanda, will WVC have more staffs when enclosure done or there will be 
the same amount of staffs to take care new areas? 
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Congowings 
No, the Center doesn't plan to add more staff at this time. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
So, I need to go as well -- but two quick things: 
 
#1. Update from Randy!! He didn't want to interrupt. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Total raised in online donations since noon … $6,391.31 
 
Congowings 
Wow! 
 
Comment From mrsmatheson 
good bye 
 
Comment From 9 
biiiiiiiiiiiiii 
 
Comment From mrs.matheson#7 
bye 
 
Comment From Mrs.matheson 
Goodby. 
 
Comment From Guest 
biiiiiiiiiii 
 
Comment From Laura.Brighton.England 
woohoooo,,,,,well done CN...keep it rolling. 
 
Comment From mrs.matheson #4 
Good Bye :)!!!!!!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Which means ... Total raised for the whole campaign … $126,940.31. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
That is WONDERFUL! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Thank you guys so much ... for ALL your help ... and for tuning in to 
the Bear-a-thon! 
 
Comment From Lori in NC 
Very close to fundraising complete! Way to go Critter Nation! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
And one last reminder: Trivia Question #2: How many times does bear 
reporter appear in the new video tour of Phase II, and where does he 
appear? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A67wYzhTBUE&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA 
No one has answered yet ... remember, we're looking for the report 
appearances in the video, not in photos. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
Have a good evening with Congo and MVK and Ed!! 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
(oh, ask Ed about the first bear the WCV ever received!) 
 
Congowings 
Night Amanda - will you take a turn tonight? ;-) 
 
Congowings 
Say about midnight - three - 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
3:00 a.m. shift? Hmmmmmmmm ... 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I think probably not. 
 
Congowings 
Oh, okay. Darn. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Amanda, I had not noticed the cub pacing until now, and that the staff 
is aware of it. Any ideas why it may be doing this? 
 
Congowings 
A number of viewers are noticing the one bear that continues to pace 
back and forth. The Center is aware and are keeping an eye on the cub. 
Bears have unique personalities just like we do. It could be just its 
own little quirk. I know my brother paces all the time - has always 
paced. And my grandson bangs his head on his bed to put himself to 
sleep - but they are both 'normal' - nothing is really wrong with 
them. Just the way they are. 
 
Congowings 
And I won't tell you some of my quirks . . . 
 
Comment From Ellie, NJ 
What will keep the bears within the fence in the new outdoor enclosure? 
 
Congowings 
All large trees located near the enclosure walls will be wrapped with 
slippery protective metal to ensure that the cubs cannot climb them 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A67wYzhTBUE&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA
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and escape. 
 
Comment From Laura.Brighton.England 
how many of us are watching right now? 
 
Congowings 
Down a bit right now - 432 on the Moderated Discussion. 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl 
Looks like there are 2 cubs there who are loners: the pacer and the 
stump sitter. Very different personalities, for sure. 
 
Comment From Chris 
Why is the one cub paceing and not eating? 
 
Congowings 
All were eating at first. That bear just went back to his routine a 
few minutes ago. But it did eat. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Well, we will see who the 'night owls' are tonight!! 
 
Congowings 
Won't be me! 
 
Comment From Lori in NC 
LOL...Most of us have one or two we don't share, Congo! LOL 
 
Comment From Guest 
We already know your "quirks" Congowings.... LOL :o) 
 
Congowings 
And that bear can't hide his/her quirk. But I wanted everyone to know 
the Center is aware and will keep an eye on the bear. 
 
Comment From 19 14 
Bye 
 
Comment From Guest 
goodbey 
 
Congowings 
Bye students. Glad you all stopped in. 
 
Comment From BarbG 
I noticed the pacing bear went over and ate with the rest 
 
Comment From cameranut 
Do bear cubs ever suck their paws the way a baby sucks its thumb or fingers? 
 
Congowings 
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I don't know. I bet MVK can answer that. Ask when she is on later. 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I think they are looking for new toys.... 
 
Comment From Chris 
Maybe he has to keep going or fall asleep, just like my Grandson. LOL 
 
Congowings 
lol Just like us they have their own behaviors. 
 
Comment From Ann 
Loved the tour Amanda took us on. I just got back on blog and see the 
above about the bear pacing. When did this start ? I have seen bears 
in zoos do this also. 
 
Congowings 
I believe just a couple of days. I noticed it day before yesterday. 
 
Comment From Laura.Brighton.England 
I am off to bed soon...but you can bet i will be watching first thing 
in the morning,,,which is the middle of your night!...carry on 
donating CN...i cant wait to see what we raise. 
 
Congowings 
Goodnight Laura. So happy you have spent your evening with us. Come back soon! 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
WAIT!! Amanda - any word on the yearling that was being released today? 
 
Congowings 
I think she would have mentioned that. Maybe tomorrow we will get an 
update (or tonight when Mr. Clark is on). 
 
Comment From mrs.matheson@17 
i hope the bears are ok have a good day love haylee lackey number17 
 
Comment From mis.mathesen#18 
bi!! 
 
Comment From miss mathson #21 
by 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Okay Congowings, got a few things that need to be done, but will be 
back later. If I miss you, have a great evening and probably see you 
tomorrow. 
 
Congowings 
Bye Lois. Have a good evening. 
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Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

cameranut, but bears have long claws... they might poke their mouth, 
don't you think? Do bears have Thumbs? 
 
Comment From Ann 
Cubs will suckle one another's ears for comfort. 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
not sure if I remember, but is bear pen in black and white and pen 2 in color?? 
 
Congowings 
Yes. Cam 1 does have color too, but the black and white lens seems to 
be the best for viewing. 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
are we supposed to type our trivia answers here, or email them? 
 
Congowings 
Type your trivia answer here. We will flag it for Amanda to view. The 
timestamp will determine who got the first correct answer. 
 
Comment From izzy2cool4u 
Maybe he's playing with his shadow :) my dog does that 
 
Comment From Brenda ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Are the bear cubs capable of killing a person at this stage? Would 
they attack and maul a person if they entered their enclosure? 
 
Congowings 
I rather doubt that. 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
Good Evening Congo, Just in form work and see we are in Bear-a-thon. 
excellent. ?? why is Cubbie pacing? I tried to look back for answer, 
but the last time I scrolled back on busy day my computer went crazy. 
lol 
 
Congowings 
Hi Sweetpea. Scroll back to 5:17. 
 
Comment From BearCubLove aka EagleLove 
When the total amount needed is raised does the bearathon end? For 
instance, if we reach the goal by 9 PM does it end - or continue to 12 
Noon tomorrow? 
 
Congowings 
Oh - I'm not sure. But I don't think we will meet it this evening. It 
is possible - but I would be surprised. 
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Congowings 
Let me show you a video which is rather interesting. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYCusudF8Yk&feature=player_embedded 
 
MVK: 
Cameranut - I have never noticed any thumb or finger sucking by bears, 
usually they grab hold of Mom. I have seen videos of orphaned cub 
latched onto the person handling them. 
 
Congowings 
Thank you MVK! 
 
Comment From Doris 
Great video! 
 
Comment From Leisa in Dallas GA 
I think I see the bear pacing at least I think I see his/her shadow at 
5:31. I see WWN is out in full force, I'm sure he's/she's fine, only a 
few hundred of us keeping an eye on him :) 
 
Congowings 
Yes. These bears have lots of nannies. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Thank you Congowings for the great video..... 
 
Comment From julia phx az 
awesome thx congo 
 
Congowings 
A bit about hibernation. Since these bears will be released in January 
I thought some information about hibernation might be interesting. 
 
Congowings 
Black bears are not true hibernators. Instead they remain in a state 
of lethargy (or dormant) during their winter's sleep. 
 
Congowings 
In the den, they reduce their metabolic rate, surviving without 
eating, drinking, exercising, or passing waste. 
 
Congowings 
A long winter's sleep is the bear's way of escaping the scarcity of 
food, not for avoiding the cold weather. 
 
Congowings 
Most black bears hibernate depending on local weather conditions and 
availability of food during the winter months. In regions where there 
is a consistent food supply and warmer weather throughout the winter, 
bears may not hibernate at all or do so for a very brief time. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYCusudF8Yk&feature=player_embedded
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Congowings 
Females give birth and usually remain denned throughout the winter, 
but males and females without young may leave their dens from time to 
time during winter months. 
 
                       ๏  ๏) 

Test (for the return of the sig owl) 
 
Congowings 
Works good! Hi Lisa/NJ. 
 
                       ๏  ๏) 

Hi. Thanks. Glad. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=TpY4frpheWw 
 
Congowings 
Here is another video concerning hibernation – 
 
Comment From Laurie 
One little cub all alone in pen 2 :( 
 
Congowings 
How cute. I guess he wanted some alone time. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Thank you Congowings for another great video. 
 
Congowings 
So many great videos - not enough time to show them. ;-) 
 
Congowings 
And bears will den in many different places . . . 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=nR04QyjPeyE 
 
Congowings 
This bear denned under someone's deck. ;-) Can you imagine their 
surprise? Looks rather nice huh? 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Oh my! 
 
MVK: 
Under decks has become the place for the suburban bears to hibernate. 
 
Congowings 
Hi MVK. I bet it surprises a few people. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=TpY4frpheWw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=nR04QyjPeyE
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Comment From BarbG 
amazing videos 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
nice and cozy 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Bear looks to be in great condition--heavy with a nice thick coat! 
 
Comment From Martha 
Congowings, THANK YOU for spending your afternoon with us!! I think 
WCV, all the MODS and CN/EN/BN are truly an AWESOME group of people!!! 
 
Congowings 
Martha - YOU ARE AWESOME!! ;-) 
 
Comment From Buttercup ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Thanks for all the videos Congowings. Very informative!! 
 
Congowings 
Hi Buttercup. Nice to see you. (Well, I thought I posted that and it 
disappeared - sorry about that.) 
 
Comment From Leisa in Dallas GA 
Love the video of the bear denning under the deck, a little different 
than a bird nesting on your deck huh? 
 
Congowings 
Yes, just a bit! 
 
Congowings 
How about a trip down memory lane - a release? 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y4TasgLKYI&feature=player_embedded 
 
Comment From sandy oh 
I love showing this video to the kids at school! 
 
Comment From Guest 
I remember watching this before---so cute listening to the cub. They 
were sure ready to go!! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I feel like it was yesterday when they released. 
 
Comment From Digz 
what a trip that was 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
I remember that one 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y4TasgLKYI&feature=player_embedded
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Congowings 
And here is one of the early feedings - hard to believe they were that small. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dXOkRGlrdo&feature=player_embedded 
 
Comment From Digz 
oh I love this video. makes me smile 
 
Comment From Deb in SD 
OMG! Cuteness overload!! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Oh, this is so cute. Look at them now. 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
Awww...look at the little little cubbies. 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
Love that trip down memory lane. Their little faces say it all. 
 
Congowings 
The need for a safe rehab place for these bears is so great - and 
everyone here is a part of that. Makes you feel rather good, doesn't 
it? 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl 
Worse than s.....ls around your deck, Congo? 
 
Congowings 
I think I would rather have the problems I have now. :) 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
I've lost the scrolling banner at the bottom of the blog. Perhaps 
there is a new update pending! 
 
Congowings 
I will refresh - I still have it on mine. 
 
Congowings 
Yep. The Newsflash is gone. I'll get it started again. 
 
Congowings 
I think when a Newsflash gets edited that messes the scrolling. 
Refresh and see if they are there. I think I fixed it. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri 
Hi MVK and Congowings! Busy day will read back! 
 
Comment From cwerb 
have a lot of scrolling back to do but just tuned in to baby bears 
lapping milk from bowl..I never saw anything so cute. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dXOkRGlrdo&feature=player_embedded
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Congowings 
Hi Dave and Cwerb - yes, a very busy day! And it has been wonderful. 
 
Comment From Lori in NC 
I get to see the red tailed hawk baby of the parent released at my 
school on 20 March released tomorrow...she crashed on her maiden 
flight into a hospital window ledge. She had some scrapes and bumps 
but no real damage...just needed to learn to fly. Mom was feeding her, 
but people got too close and spooked her away. They spend a lot of 
time hunting our school sports fields. 
 
Congowings 
Hi Lori. How wonderful the hawk will be released! Thank you for sharing. 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
Will there be a 'heads up' reminder to evening viewers that we are in 
the midst of a Bear-a-Thon? And results so far? 
 
Congowings 
I'm not sure about result - but we should let people know. I'll post 
the Bear-A-Thon photo again before I leave. 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
Thanks Congo. I have the Newsflash back. So much fun and excitement 
today. Thanks for being here. 
 
Congowings 
Great! Newsflash is a bit testy at times. 
 
Congowings 
As a heads up - Mr. Clark will be on soon - for a few minutes. And 
then will be on around 8pm. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Congowings, are bears really eat honey? What kind the bear that like honey? 
 
Congowings 
Oh yes. They love honey. One report shows that a bear had nearly 2 
liters of bees in it's stomach! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Is the cub eating squash? It looks like cub poke the hole in the middle of it. 
 
Congowings 
I must have missed that. I don't see any feeding right now. 
 
Comment From Donna VB 
Aww that one little bear is still pacing back and forth. 
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Comment From julia phx az 
but amanda says honey is more like treat shouldnt have too much of it 
 
Congowings 
Yes - but like humans they will eat what they like and can get to. 
I'm sure the bees aren't inviting them. ;-) 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Hi Congowings and all of CN. I saw that ThumNail and I want to thank 
you for sponsoring the cam today. Hugs and it's been a very beary day 
for sure!!! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I know that Ed will have all kind the questions about cub pacing. 
 
Congowings 
I imagine he will and will address it. 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
Congo: Do you recall when the other bear paced. Last summer? Fall? The 
outcome? Was it one that was released with the group on video you just 
showed a bit earlier? 
 
Congowings 
You just watched the video of that bear being released. ;-) They 
decided it would be okay to release. Of course no way to know how it 
is doing. But I hope it is doing well. ;-) 
 
Comment From Kathy 
Hi Congo and MVK...the pacer cubby might be still getting use to his 
new surrounding maybe a little nervous and not too sure what its all 
about yet. 
 
Congowings 
It is much different being in the enclosure - they couldn't see much 
out of the vents of the other one. Lots of stimuli. 
 
Comment From cwerb 
there's my little guy with the white spot on his chest 
 
Congowings 
If you are just joining I hope you might scroll back - quite a bit was 
posted today. Has been a wonderful day and the supporters are getting 
the center closer to the magic number for the Bear Complex. 
 
Congowings 
The total raised so far is in the Newsflash. $126,940.31. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Congowings, here is squash. Look! 
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Congowings 
Oh yes - someone decided squash might be okay. :-) 
 
Congowings 
Look at that bear rubbing against the trunk in Cam 2 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I thought they will bite and eat it but, they ate from the middle, first. 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
wish i had some of that squash, myself. i love it! 
 
Congowings 
That is a big squash! 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
Does WCV's fiscal year end this July? The Annual Report didn't give 
date (that I saw) 
 
Congowings 
The Center's fiscal year ends in December - calendar year. 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
its size is probably why it was donated, most people prefer smaller 
ones and they don't have as many seeds. 
 
Comment From Kathy 
Congo I go to your puzzle place in the evening...I saw a man and a 
panda hugging in the animal section (0-60 pieces) he was being 
released. I guess there is always hard to release an animal that 
you've taken care of. I know I would be happy and sad... 
 
Congowings 
So many emotions I'm sure for those who cared for them and then release them. 
 
Comment From Susan in MA 
Has anyone checked out the little cub that keeps pacing back and forth 
near the water tub in Pen 1? I've watched him/her do this for two 
days. 6:14 he stopped and now is back to the pacing. 
 
Congowings 
Susan, Mr. Clark will be on soon. The staff have been watching that 
bear and are aware. Mr. Clark will address that when he is on. We did 
post some responses earlier concerning it. 
 
Comment From Trish MN ♫♪ 
Been fun and educational day with this Bear-A-Thon. Hope evening folks 
donate and enjoy Mods on duty until?? G/all 
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Congowings 
Goodnight Trish. Come back soon. You are leaving just as the bears are 
getting active again. :-) 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
looks like the bear made a bird house out of that squash. LOL!!! 
 
Comment From cwerb 
cubby on cam 2 is being EXTRA CUTE for bearathon 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Oh woe.... what happened? They ran up to the tree. 
 
Comment From bj in UT 
A beautiful hummingbird just came to visit me at my office window. 
What a wonderful treat :o) 
 
Congowings 
This came in a bit earlier - sorry I missed it, BJ. Hummingbirds are 
so fun to watch. Especially when they are dive bombing each other. 
 
Comment From Rhoda ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Cub wants a close up. They've move the igloo over by the cam. :) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Hi Everybody!! Wow, what a day. We are likely to reach our goal this week. 
 
I hope everyone is enjoying the Bear-a-thon. It is certainly 
gratifying to our WCV team of staff, Mods and vols when our online 
family comes out in such numbers. It is even more gratifying to have 
such generous support. 
 
As we get a bit closer to our goal, I will have a VERY special 
announcement for you!! 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl 
Just want to say, Ed...aren't you so proud of what you created here to 
help wildlife? Just amazing and you started it all. Can't believe the 
generosity of this CN and ongoing support you receive...though well 
deserved. Kudos to you!! 
 
Congowings 
Hello Mr. Clark! Nice to see you this evening. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, I am certainly proud of the team I have assembled, and doubly 
proud of all the team has accomplished. But, none of it would be 
possible without people like all of YOU!!! 
 
Comment From Martha 
Good evening Mr. Clark! 
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Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Evening Ed. It is a wonderful bear-a-thon :) 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
Hey......there is an Ed Clark! We have missed you. It is a great day 
for WCV and for the bears. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I could not agree more!! They don't know how lucky they are to have 
such friends. 
 
Comment From cwerb 
Hello Ed..bearathon is wonderful! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Hello Ed, Welcome to the Bear-A-Thon! 
 
Comment From Deb in SD 
ohhh-a special announcement later...we like those! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I am only going to be here for a few minutes right now, but will be 
back later.... I'll give you your homework before checking out, 
though. 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont. 
Good evening Mr. Clark, Congowings and MVK. Nice to see you all on 
this evening. I just want to report that your Canadian friends are 
checking in as well. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Great to be part of such a day, hey? 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
You all just love to tease us regarding "the thing" and special 
announcements. We love it, too. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We have to have SOME fun.... 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Home work????? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yep.... homework... before my session later... 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We currently have 448 on the discussion with us this evening.. That is 
some party!! 
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Comment From bj in UT 
Hi Ed Who... does our homework include finding the "hidden" DONATE 
button? LOL. So nice to see you again. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, you never know... but maybe you should all practice....just in case! 
 
Comment From Denise 
Whats with the pacing back and forth? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I'll explain that a bit later, when we have more time, but it is 
definitely an indication that these are wild bears, and anxious to be 
FREE 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
You know how we like to party....just give us a reason, and sometimes, 
no reason. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, we have a great reason for this party. We are really moving 
toward our goal. I'm told that Randy may drop by later with an update. 
 
Comment From sue in CT 
hi Ed! what a great day with WCV! you guys/gals are just the 'best'est' 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
You are kind to say so, but it is a team effort, and CN is a big part 
of the team. 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
Can't wait for the update. I would not be surprised if the goal is 
reached by the end of the Bear A Thon. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, we hope so, but remember, the goal of $440,000 is just for 
construction of the facility. It is sort of like buying a new car... 
you still have to put gas in it, maintain it, and accessorize it. 
 
Still, getting it built will be very important, especially to this 
group of bears! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Hmmm... Wonder if it's working in the other 49 states.... and in 
Canada? Anyone willing to test it out and give us a report? 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
When I tell folks I am watching a Bear-a-thon, they think I have lost 
my mind. Then I tell them the story about it all, and suddenly we have 
some new converts. 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes, we have definitely created a new reality, haven't we. 
 
Comment From Mrs. Mathesons 4th grade 
Ed, my fourth graders are soooo bummed that they didn't get a chance 
to say hello to you (they just left 20 minutes ago). Although, I'm 
wondering if a few of them might not hop on to check out the cubs when 
they get home. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, please tell them all I am sorry to have missed them too, but 
will look forward to seeing them soon. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Ed, we've been testing the donate button all afternoon! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I love it!! What better for a Bear-a-thon than a long-distance donater!?!? 
 
Comment From Ellie, NJ 
This may have been answered, although scrolling back, I don't see it. 
But - how are the bears contained inside the fence in the new 
enclosure. How high could it be that they wouldn't climb over? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Good question. The fences will have a four foot wide panel of very 
heavy plastic---the stuff used to line dump trucks---so they will not 
be able to get a grip on the fences. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
The donate button works in WA, OR and CA the west coast shore is 
covered. I know many others as well. 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl 
Good evening Ed. I recently sent in a check. Originally I was going to 
include extra for the Go-Pro video, a Walk in The Woods with Ed but 
the deadline for the amount we would have to raise expired. Any chance 
we could have a new goal and revive that challenge? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Oh, we are challenged everyday!! Let's get over this one, first, then 
we'll think up something new. 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Question..will you except acorns from MD. I have a friend that will have lots... 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
We are going to have to think about that, since we don't want to be 
transplanting alien trees or tree-dwelling pests. While the babies are 
on concrete, there is no problem. I will need to consult with some of 
our friends in the Department of Forestry about bringing in varieties 
of acorns that may not naturally grow in Virginia. We are having to 
think about that kind of stuff, now that we are building the big 
outdoor pens. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Works very well in Missouri! 
 
Comment From BarbB 
Good to see you Ed even if it is for a short time. We heard you've been busy! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes, crazy busy with a big project. I'm almost done with it, though. 
Then, life will normalize a bit. 
 
Comment From OHme 
Hi from Ohio, Ed! 
 
Comment From Becky in SoCal 
I like that....an LDD (long distance donater) 
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl 
Ed, you're created such a legacy for others to follow. I can only hope 
long after we are gone that others grasp the value and continue this 
quest to care and care about our wildlife. That is your mission, after 
all. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, right now, there are so many people who "own" the mission of 
WCV, and what we are doing.....if I get run over by a bus, my fear is 
that nobody will notice! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Fair enough. Just trying to get ya some food there. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Don't give up yet. We may just need to reserve our "imported" acorns 
for patients that are in cages where the acorns can't escape. 
 
Comment From Doug/Chicago 
Seems to me your crazy busy is the norm 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yeah... that is dawning on me, too!!! 
 
Comment From Leilani in Maine 
Ed, what is the time frame for completion of Bear Project 2? 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
Construction is underway right now. We would like to see it finished 
in the next 60 days, or less, depending on weather. We lost a lot of 
time due to rain. 
 
Comment From Dave in Miissouri 
Hello Ed! Im really enjoying the new bear pen and really looking 
forward to the outdoor pen! Thanks for all you do! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
The bears are loving it too, Dave. 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Hey, good to see you Ed! Things are cookin' here in the west. Nothing 
special to report, just have missed your smiling face. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I hope that I'll be able to be more of a regular when my project for 
the US Fish and Wildlife Service is done. But that also has to do with 
bears.....but POLAR BEARS!!! 
 
I'm establishing the "value" of marine mammals for use in the criminal 
prosecution of cases where they are illegally killed. I have been 
working on walruses (done), and am still working on sea otters and 
polar bears. When I finally finish this, my time will again be more 
flexible. 
 
Comment From LeeAnn 
It is so interesting to watch 8 bears develope "personalties". Wrong 
word, Ed, I know, but seems there a Nervous Nellie in the group who 
paces alot, another one prefers to be left alone, a couple are always 
rough-housing, and one can't seem to ever get enogh to eat! So 
fascinating! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Oh, they definitely have personalities.... just the right word. We see 
that in a lot of species. 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
Have you hear anything from DGIF about the yearling release today? 
Hope everything went well. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I got there as the biologist was leaving today. She was going to try 
and get photos and video, but I have not heard how it went. We should 
know tomorrow. 
 
Congowings 
Mr. Clark - I'm going to say goodnight to you and everyone. I enjoyed 
being here with everyone today. It was another amazing day and wow - 
almost to the goal!! Night everyone. 
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Comment From :Lynne - TheMaritimes.CA 
Will you complete one section, move the present 16 anxious souls in, 
then go on to the other two sections. Or will you get all 3 sections 
complete before you move the 'patients' over?  
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We will finish it ALL before we move in any bears. When they move in 
there, their human contact will be all but eliminated. 
 
Comment From cwerb 
whoops..what if you forget to note in paypal the donation is for the bearathon? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We'll figure it out. Randy knows all! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Okay, gang.... I said I would be here for only a few minutes, but you 
have done it to me again.... I'll be back about 8:00. But your 
homework is: (drum roll please.......) 
 
Come up with your best bear joke you can find. We'll post the best and 
see who can actually find a new one! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Listening to Amanda describing the new large enclosure, she was 
talking about the cams not being able to see very much because of the 
trees, bears hiding, etc. Will you use a cam that can be zoomed in a 
lot, like your Nikon camera to look for the bears? And Rotated around 
as well? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We will have a very different habitat there, and there are trees, for 
sure. But, we are putting in the den structures so the cams will be 
able to zoom in and see who's inside... We'll be able to see the water 
features (which will all have the PERFECT water level at all 
times!!!!) and we'll watch the feeding areas when food is thrown in. 
But, they will disappear at times, as bears are supposed to do. 
 
Congowings 
The jokes have to be clean . . . 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, the ones that get posted have to be clean.... We may just keep 
the rest on file! 
 
Comment From Leilani in Maine 
What are the planned future uses for the cinder block sturcture the 
bears were house in before? 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
We will always need an isolation pen for new bears. When we get new 
ones, we have to evaluate them, deworm them, and be sure they have no 
diseases or parasites, BEFORE they go into the general populations. 
That is why we call it an "isolation" enclosure. 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Night Congowings thanks for the great day! 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Nite Congo! Thank you! See you tomorrow! 
Comment From Linda in SC 
Hello Ed, Next week my kids are coming and I can't wait to show my 3 
year old grandson the bear cam. Last year I showed him the bear 
release and we watched it over and over he just kept laughing. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Great, Linda... a field trip from the comfort of your computer! 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
G'night Congo. Have a nice evening and big thanks for being here with 
us today. Hope to see 'ya tomorrow. 
 
Comment From Nadine-U.P.,WA 
Have you been to your cabin lately with all your bear décor? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes, as a matter of fact, I was there last week, and I have my bear 
flag flying, my "Wipe Your Paws" doormat in place, and I can bearly 
stand the ambiance! 
 
Comment From MariaD, Boston 
LOL, Ed! Look forward to seeing you later & to reading the jokes that come in! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Congowings is on sensor committee. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
She knows and and sees all....... ;o) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Okay... MVK is supposed to be around here someplace..... 
 
Comment From Dawn Furseth 
Are there any theories on why the one cub paces so much? With sch a 
wonderful space to explore and play in it seems curious... 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
Actually, pacing is a very common behavior for captive bears. Some 
individuals are more prone than others. I'm not sure why. When I 
walked up there this morning to peek at them, she was getting her feet 
wet, then literally skating on the slick concrete!! It was like she 
was playing, more than being neurotic. I suspect it is a bit of both. 
In fact, we have designed a cobbled rock path that will hurt their 
feet for just inside the fences in the big pens to discourage that 
behavior. 
 
Comment From Leilani in Maine 
Could the pacing bear be ready for release? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, wanting to be released and being ready for release are not the 
same thing. She can see outside from that corner, so I'm sure she 
wants to get away from the pack, which is why she's in that corner. 
 
Comment From JK in TN 
Hey Ed, in your project to determine the worth of a walrus, is it 
drastically different than determining the worth of an eagle??? 
 
MVK: 
Hello there Ed!!!!!! Hi everyone. Anyone seen any bears??? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, that was actually pretty similar, since there is some 
rehabilitation of walruses, just like with eagles.... albeit not for 
release. Orphaned walruses are only rehabbed for placement in zoos. 
But for polar bears, there is almost no rehab, as such. So otters will 
be very much like eagles, in terms of how I establish value... Polar 
bears are unique. More on that later. I see the new celebrity is on 
the block!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Hi MVK!!! I'm about to duck out, so can I leave the crowd in your hands? 
 
MVK: 
OK Ed - Good to see you tonight. See you later. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Okay... I'm going to check out for a while... I'll be back a little after 8:00. 
 
For now, though.... I'm outta here. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Look like MVK said, hi and good bye to Ed at the same time. 
 
Comment From Leilani in Maine 
MVK to the rescue! See you soon Ed. 
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MVK: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9v-Tq4Z7E4 
 
Comment From BarbG 
Hi MVK great day for bears-saw a lot of fun videos and learned a lot 
 
MVK: 
Yes I did too - I'm not as put together as some though. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I think Ed want to have time to prepare his "clean" bear jokes... :) 
 
Comment From Sam - FH MI 
How much money has been received for the project and how much is 
needed? Is there a deadline we are trying to make? 
 
MVK: 
As of this morning we were between 19 and 20 K still to raise. Some 
one was doing a match if we could get 1K - by 5 o'clock we had raised 
about 6 K. Thank you to a lot of generous people today and in the 
past. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Bear joke: Two guys hiking in the woods, all of a sudden a bear starts 
chasing them. They climb a tree, but the bear starts climbing up after 
them.The first guy takes his sneakers out of his knapsack and puts 
them on. The second guys say, "What are you doing? First guy, "I 
figure when the bear gets too close, we'll have to jump down and make 
a run for it." Second guy, "Are you crazy? You can't outrun a bear!" 
First guy, "I don't have to outrun the bear, I only have to outrun 
you!" (from Funny Bear collection) 
 
Comment From Dave in Miissouri 
Hey MVK is this bear heaven or what?! LOL!:) 
 
MVK: 
You have no idea how happy this whole thing makes me. 
 
Comment From Nesher CC 
The donate button works in MA 
 
Comment From Linda in SC 
I have been watching the mother Panda Bear and her two new born babies 
at the Atlanta Zoo. I have never seen new borns and to hear their 
little voices. 
 
MVK: 
Bears of all kinds are amazing. They really care for their cubs. 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9v-Tq4Z7E4
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Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Howdy MVK, hope your day went well. We are getting so close to the 
goal I can't believe it. Bears will be going from one new home to 
another new home. Glad they don't have to pack much. 
 
MVK: 
LOL - somebody will try to sneak a melon or two out. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Now we have two cubs pacing. 
 
MVK: 
Not pacing - they are line dancing! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Cub starts to eat squash from the middle again, very interesting. 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Smack the berries right out of their paws!!! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Lol MVK, that is funny. Imagine all of them do line dancing at the same time. 
 
Comment From 33mamaʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Hi MVK! I just figured it out! Bears are eating the middle of the 
squash to get the seeds! 
 
MVK: 
Very smart 33 - very smart indeed. 
 
Comment From jb from Mi . 
Hi MVK. Isn't this exciting? Gosh that bear thats pacing makes me so 
nervous ,Hope he is ok.We saw this before on a bear in here awhile 
back and it had problems. How was your day today? 
 
MVK: 
Day was good - I watched as much as possible. 
 
Comment From Darlene SD 
They are full of energy! 
 
Comment From Guest 
It is good news about the MN bears, I was worried if the collars came 
off they would be shot during hunting season when they go to the 
feeding stations..... 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I invited a teddy bear in for lunch yesterday. I offered him some 
food, but he said "No thanks I'm stuffed." This one is as good a s 
Izzy's "Gummy Bear" joke!LOL 
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MVK: 
Not everyone on here lives in Virginia - I have a video on bears from 
Florida and it really is a good one - lots of information. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pf0cL6gUuXI 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Oh and hugs MVK....Sorry my manners... need food!! 
 
MVK: 
Bears will share 
 
Comment From pmt in MA 
oh good, they've moved the igloo back into view! :) 
 
Comment From Pat in FL 
Bear Joke - a man is walking in the woods and he sees a grizzly bear 
approaching him. The man starts running, praying the whole time and 
asking God to please make the bear a Christian Bear. As he is running 
he trips over a tree trunk and falls to the ground. He goes into a 
fetal position, rocking back and forth praying that the bear will not 
attack him, when he suddenly realizes that all is quiet and the bear 
has not touched him. He opens his eyes and peeks around and discovers 
the bear kneeling next to him praying. The man thanks God for sending 
him a Christian bear and then listens to the bear pray. The bear says, 
"thank you God for this bounty that I am about to receive." 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
LOL Tinksmom I love that one!!!! 
 
Comment From Guest 
Has anyone seen Dad Norfolk lately? 
 
MVK: 
Dad and #3 are still seen from time to time in the grden. 
 
Comment From Deb in PA 
Hi MVK, what a day--in a barn surrounded by a group of 4-H kids and 
their animals--sheep, goats, cows, steers, pigs, rabbits, and 
chickens. So glad to sit here with my feet up, eating ice cream and 
enjoying the bears--and some mighty fine company! LOL 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I love Bear on the stump...think he may be the referee. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
I would think the Florida would be too hot for the bears 
 
MVK: 
Lots of bears in Florida. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pf0cL6gUuXI
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Comment From Nesher CC 
Hi MVK, Great to see you. What is the news about the MN bears? 
 
MVK: 
Judge gave them a temporary stay - so collars remain on but no den 
cams. This is until there is some kind of admin decision. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I love that when cubs move the igloo. It is so funny...... 
 
MVK: 
General: Black bears are 4 to 7 feet from nose to tail, 2 to 3 feet 
high at the shoulders, and have small eyes, rounded ears, a long 
snout, a short tail, and light gray skin. Their fur is shaggy or 
sleek, depending upon season. 
Compared to grizzly bears: Black bears average smaller than grizzly 
bears, have a smaller shoulder hump, and a less concave facial 
profile. Their claws are smaller and more tightly curved for climbing 
trees. Their fur is less shaggy. Their ears are longer, smoother, and 
more tapered. They have a furred rear instep, unlike the grizzly. 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Hi MVK. Nice to see you. I know that you are enjoying the bears. How's 
Sophie Rose? Is she missing your company when you are on the computer? 
 
MVK: 
Yes I love seeing the bears and knowing they are doing good and being 
taken care of. Sophie is fine - right here beside me. 
 
Comment From ReneeNC 
Hi MVK: Do you ever hear from Shoebutton? I talked to her some on the 
SW FL eagle cam awhile ago & then she disappeared. 
 
MVK: 
I have not heard from her in a while 
 
Comment From Leslee 
What is up with the one cub pacing back and forth, on the left side? 
He's been at it for awhile now. 
 
Comment From Nesher CC 
Thanks, I am glad there is some + news 
 
MVK: 
The staff are aware and keeping an eye on her. Seems some bears do 
this when they are kept enclosed. 
 
Comment From Jeanne - QBY - NY 
Bear-a-thon. So, if I can't sleep at 3am EST, one of the MODS, Ed, AA 
or another WCV staff will be here talking about bears? :-) 
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MVK: 
Jeanne - I am not aware of anyone taking that shift. LOL I will be 
back on tomorrow morning. 
 
MVK: 
Fur color: Black bears come in more colors than any other North 
American mammal. They are almost always black in eastern populations 
but are brown, cinnamon, black, or occasionally blond in western 
populations. Other color phases are white and bluish-gray as shown 
in the page on color phases. 
Individual black bears can be recognized by: 
· the muzzle color and pattern of black, brown, and blond fur 
· the shape and shade of brown of their eyebrow patches, 
if present 
· the shape and extent of white chest patches, if 
present. These range from a few white hairs to conspicuous patches. 
Cub traits: Cubs' blue eyes turn brown within a year. Brown patches 
on the front and back of their ears usually disappear within a year. 
Per NABC/WRI 
 
Comment From Guest 
I think everyone is going to be ZZZZZ at 3 AM I know I will be as I 
get up at 4:30 LOL 
 
Comment From Shelly in STL 
Hi MVK!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6Xo21L0ybE 
 
MVK: 
Here are some of the warning signs you may see if a bear is not 
comfortable or is sensing danger 
 
MVK: 
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0gf33LrFPg 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
MVK: I have been watching the Brown Bears finishing at Brooks Falls, 
Alaska. I am assuming and hope you can concur that the brown bear is 
significantly larger than the Black bears. I know that Ranger Roy said 
the scientists estimated the weight of "Lurch" to be about 1,100 - 
1,200 pounds. 
 
MVK: 
Yes they are a lot larger. Eating fatty fish such as salmon puts on 
the weight needed for the colder weather. 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
sorry, didnt get close enuff to the cubbies to see the color of their eyes, lol 
 
MVK: 
Now I bet you did Raptor 1!!! 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6Xo21L0ybE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0gf33LrFPg
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Comment From APK in FL 
Good evening MVK and everyone. Love the Bear-a-thon. What a great 
idea! And the new totals for the bear fund are fantastic! 
 
MVK: 
It is amazing isn't it? 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
BEAR JOKE- What do you call a bear with no teeth? GUMMY BEAR. 
 
Comment From Guest 
Hi MVK!! 
 
MVK: 
Hi there Guest. Good to see you tonight. 
 
Comment From Jeanne - QBY - NY 
HopefullyI will not be awake to check things out. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
One for Izzy..What color socks do bears wear? (They don't wear socks, 
they have bear feet!) 
 
MVK: 
LOL - I have bear feet too!!!! Also have bear socks, bear slippers, 
bear shirt, bear hat, etc. 
 
Comment From Guest 
That video MVK said that their fur is just like our fingerprints every 
one is different, that is amazing!!!! I did not know this and I wonder 
if this is true for all kinds of bears?? 
 
MVK: 
For those who closely observe bears of all types, I imagine they can 
tell one from the other, either by certain physical characteristics 
and by personalities. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I only have the Bear shirt! 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Just finished watching that video of Florida's bears. Very 
informative. Thanks for sharing. 
 
MVK: 
I thought it was very well-made and the colors were great. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Oh and bear feet of course LOL 
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Comment From Laurie Va. Bvch 
Ha-Ha!! these jokes are funny!! I keep passing them on to my hubby he 
just shakes his head.. 
 
MVK: 
Laurie - I wonder why? LOL 
 
MVK: 
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Vg_wTAv01Q Bluster is a sign of 
nervousness and not an attack. 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Hi MVK and all! I'm wearing my I Save A Black Bear Cub t. Watching the 
video earlier of the black bear fish, big fish, I didn't realize black 
bears fished & swam. I've enjoyed all the learning today. 
 
MVK: 
Black bears like swimming - they often go into the water to cool down 
and just play. 
 
Comment From Leslee 
What bear wouldn't love WCV'S summer bear camp? There is running, 
swimming, crawling up tree trunks, wrestling and all the food you can 
eat!! Sign me up!! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
In Alaska and the Brooks Falls Bears, that is part of the way they ID 
bears.Personalities etc. 
 
Comment From lesley uk 
I was just going to bed when I found MVK is here!! HI! So good to see 
you here in the evening MVK - like old times, eh?  
 
MVK: 
Hi lesley - doing my part for Bear-athon. LOL 
 
Comment From jb from Mi . 
Hi Raptor 1 good to see you here. Been awhile. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Vg_wTAv01Q
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=08NlhjpVFsU 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
MVK, are there big cats in the forest at the Center? (Bob Cats, Cougars) 
 
MVK: 
Bob cats probably. I am not sure about cougars. 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
Love that white cub. Hi, MVK! 
 
MVK: 
Hi Linda. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Have you see the white bear grown up now -- she has a blondish color 
on her back, and the top of her head. But she looks like a prettier 
polar bear, much sweeter. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri 
Awesome picture of the black bear and white cub! Hi Raptor1 !! 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=08NlhjpVFsU
http://www.coveritlive.com/
http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Comment From Nana in Canada 
Hi MVK--Just logging on as hubby was on puter. Hope you are well 
Cuddles for Sophie. 
 
MVK: 
Hi Nana - welcome to Bear-a-Thon 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
hi JB 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato 
Well hi there MVK!! I was just popping in to see how the Bear-A-Thon 
was coming along and here you are!! Good to "see" you! 
 
MVK: 
Good to see you too Chris. It has been an amazing day. 
 
Comment From Debbie in Maine 
Hi MVK! Nice to have you here---you and Congo are so very wonderful 
with the incredible amount of time you contribute to WCV and enriching 
all our lives! Hugs to you and Sophie Rose from me and the boys! 
 
MVK: 
Thank youi Debbie - it is a pleasure for me. 
 
Comment From Guest 
Is that an albino??? 
 
MVK: 
No black bears come in different colors. 
 
 
Comment From JC in NC 
MVK - That black bear mom might have some s'plaining to do to the 
father of that cub. LOL Are there polar bears in Minnesota?? 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
Raptor1! Hello to you! 
 
Comment From Leslee 
Now the pacing bear is taking swipes at the other near by bears. 
 
Comment From Amie in Colorado 
Hi MVK and everyone! Loving what I've seen of the Bear-a-thon. Thanks 
for being here. 
 
Comment From Jeanne - QBY - NY 
WOW - our pacer is def. protecting his spot 
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Comment From Lori in NC 
Escape From a Bear There’s a guy who’s hiking in the woods one day 
when a bear chases him up a really tall tree. The bear started to 
climb the tree, so the guy climbed up higher. Then, the bear climbed 
down and went away. So the guy starts to climb down the tree. 
Suddenly, the bear returns, and this time he’s brought an even bigger 
bear with him. The two bears climb up the tree, the bigger bear going 
higher than the first. But the guy climbed even higher still, so the 
bears couldn’t reach him. Eventually, the bears went away. Naturally 
quite relieved, the guy starts down the tree again. Suddenly, the two 
bears return. But this time the guy knew he was in big trouble. Each 
bear was carrying a BEAVER. 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
Hello to all the friends I miss 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

The one pacing bear doesn't seem to pace constantly so I'm not worrying... much 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri 
Hi MVK do you know if there is going to be another money match for the 
Bear a Thon? 
 
MVK: 
I am not sure - but donations will be accepted 24/7. LOL Thank you 
Dave for asking. It is amazing what everyone has done for WCV and 
for the bears, not just today but in the past few months. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
We missed the "Ed" sighting on cam today.  
 
Comment From Pat in FL 
Hi Raptor 1 - good to see you on tonight. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Awww, sweet Lily, she is such a good mom as is Jewel. 
 
Comment From Guest 
Black bears are gentle animals as long as they are not provoked!!!! 
They are beautiful!!! 
 
Comment From lesley uk 
Oh and Hi Raptor 1 Good to see you too!! 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
and a bear blanket 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Lori i NC I don't get it but I'm kind of slow tonight LOL. Raptor 1, I 
enjoyed blogging with you and EN from NBG. Good to see you so much today. 
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Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Good evening Lesley! 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
@tinksmom- I only have the bear necessities. lol 
 
MVK: 
June stomp walking and rubbing on tree to mark territory 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_Y8nzPI3Rg 
 
MVK: 
Male bear straddling/marking tree and stomp walking 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ycfwCPc6vo 
 
Comment From APK in FL 
Hi Raptor1. Sure do miss our nights watching and waiting at NBG! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Sue from MA That was funny and somewhat cleaned joke..... 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
LOL Sweetpea 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri 
LOL Sue!:) 
 
MVK: 
Black bears and hibernation- BBC  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpY4frpheWw 
 
MVK: 
Vocalizations & Body Language 
Black bears use sounds, body language, and scent-marking to express 
their emotions of the moment. 
The main thing that helped me get over my fear of bears was learning 
their language—learning to interpret bear bluster in terms of their 
fear rather than my fear—learning that behaviors I thought were 
threatening were really expressions of their own apprehension. - Lynn 
L. Rogers, Ph.D., 2007 
 
Amiable sounds are grunts and tongue clicks used by mothers concerned 
for their cubs and by bears approaching other bears to mate or play. 
Cubs make a motor-like pulsing hum when they nurse or are especially 
comfortable. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Regina, IL. Beavers make dam out of trees. Bears brought them to chomp 
down the tree..... 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_Y8nzPI3Rg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ycfwCPc6vo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpY4frpheWw
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Comment From Terri from VA 
Ha Ha Ha that's the first time I've seen the old man grin today when 
Bear Necessities played. He said look the bears are dancing. Oh 
please....lol 
 
Comment From Nana in Canada 
MVK--Ed will be coming back soon so that means you will be leaving. 
I'll say sweet bear dreams to you now. Love ya 
 
MVK: 
I am working around Ed's schedule tonight. I will be back tomorrow morning. 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
LOL, Sue from MA!!! 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
A guy walks into this sporting goods store in Alaska,immediately spies 
a rather haggard looking old salt of a store clerk sitting by the cash 
register. "Hear ya got a lotta' bears 'round here?" "Yep.", answers 
the clerk. "Big bears?" "Yep." "Mean bears?" "Yep." "Black bears?" 
"Yep." "GRIZZLIES???!" "Yep." "Got any bear bells?" "What's dat?" "You 
know, them little dingle-bells ya put on yer backpack so bears know 
yer in the perimeter so's they can run away ..." "Yep. Over yonder 
..." "Great. I'll take one fer black bears, and one fer grizzlies. 
Say, how'd you know if yer in black bear country anyway?" "Look fer 
scat." "Oh. Well, how'd you know if there's GRIZZLIES????!" "Look fer 
scat." "You just said that!" "Yeah. But grizzly scat's different." 
"Well now, just what's IN grizzly scat that's different?" "Bear 
bells." 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
Come back soon, MVK. We miss you. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Sue slipped that by Congo for sure! 
 
Comment From pam reaves 
I'm so thrilled to see all of the donation today. Thank you all! This 
enclosure is near and dear to my heart! 
 
Comment From Jim - Rochester BY 
Good one sue from MA 
 
MVK: 
Sociable Sounds 
In the wild, bears make a plaintive sound when they want to make 
friendly contact, take food from a bear they know, or nurse. 
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MVK: 
Mothers grunt when they approach their cubs, are concerned about them, 
or want them to come down from trees. When a mother returns from 
foraging, she looks up the tree where she left her cubs and grunts. 
Although cubs immediately come down in popular literature, cubs in 
nature have minds of their own about that. When the cubs do not come 
down, the mother may become agitated and give double and triple 
grunts, perhaps feeling a need to nurse or move to a new spot. If 
the cubs do not come down, she may climb up and carry one down. 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
So funny, Gwen in PA!!! 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Ok, I get it. LMaO 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
for when you leave MVK, good to see ya again, scd 
 
MVK: 
I didn't know I was leaving so soon. LOL 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
I fell in love with the humming of Lily's cubs nursing in the den. so sweet. 
 
Comment From 33mama ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
MVK are you still working extra days at MM or are you back to 3/wk? 
 
MVK: 
Back to 3/wk. 
 
Comment From Peggy in Ohio 
A policeman in the big city stops a man in a car with a baby bear in 
the front seat. "What are you doing with that bear?" He exclaimed, 
"You should take it to the zoo." The following week, the same 
policeman sees the same man with the bear again in the front seat, 
with both of them wearing sunglasses. The policeman pulls him over. "I 
thought you were going to take that bear to the zoo!" The man replied, 
"I did. We had such a good time we are going to the beach this 
weekend!" 
 
 
MVK: 
Igloo is a rockin and pacer has stopped. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Do you remember Jewel's cubs squalling when she moved the wrong way -- 
that wasn't like when they nursed. It was loud and screeching, would 
wake you right up, if you were resting. 
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MVK: 
They sound like a very unhappy human baby! I don't know how those 
sows stand it. LOL 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
LOL @ Gwen...Hi Lesley...Don't go MVK..if you do have a good night. 
The sun set is so pretty tonight and rain tomorrow... Huggsss 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri 
Hey MVK were just all watching out for ya!:) 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
Good one, Peggy in Ohio!!! Hubby is wondering why I keep laughing out loud :) 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
Boy I am really out of the loop! I go on vacation, and I totally miss 
the fact that the bear-a-ton was taking place!!!! :( 
 
MVK: 
Welcome Rejoyce! 
 
Comment From Nana in Canada 
Alright--Yes do stay MVK. Don't you just love it when a cubby stands 
on hind legs to wrestle. So darn cute they are. 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

How many on tonight. Yes, I've notice no pacer. Poor guy is probably 
taking a nap or eating. 
 
MVK: 
460 - not too bad. 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
I meant bear-a-THON, not "ton." lol 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
I said for when you leave, dont leave yet 
 
MVK: 
LOL - I know. You don't get rid of me that easy Raptor 1. 
 
Comment From Leslee 
I have noticed the other bears smelling the pacer and he then swipes at them. 
 
Comment From Sue from MA 
It looks like the bears are getting the "8 o'clock crazies" just like my cats! 
 
Comment From Mark N Texas 
Hi M 
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MVK: 
Hi Mark N 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
Hello everyone! Good to see you Raptor and MVK!! 
 
Comment From Jeanne - QBY - NY 
Pacer looked smaller than the others 
 
MVK: 
I believe the pacer is a female. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Didn't Jewel have to go up after Herbie last year? I remember that 
little guy getting himself stuck in a tree and taking a tumble too.He 
is my boy! 
 
MVK: 
Yep black bear sows do not take any scat from their cubs! LOL 
 
Comment From Sue from MA 
Any video from the yearling release today? 
 
MVK: 
I have not seen anything yet Sue. 
 
Comment From Nana in Canada 
I was just about to say that they seem to be getting so much better 
now. Then 2 stood up and started a fist fight. LOL 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
So is this really going to keep going all night??? 
 
MVK: 
Oh no - we have to get sleep then up for tomorrow til 12. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Hey, MVK I like that, think I will use it the next time I need to use 
for it! LOL 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

MVK, the pacer is female. Now I know why she is pacing. She got tired 
of all the male cubs played rough house. 
 
Comment From cameranut 
MVK - Congo told me I should ask you this question since she didn't 
know: Do bear cubs ever suck their paws the way a baby sucks its thumb 
or fingers? 
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MVK: 
Hi there cameranut - I answered earlier this afternoon but I think you 
may have left already. I have never seen them doing that on the den 
cams - they just find mom for that. I have seen them chew on each 
other's ears a few times. Also, some videos have shown 
abandoned/orphaned cubs sucking on the handlers fingers - they are so 
so young. 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
What do you call the ghost of a bear?....... 
 
MVK: 
What Gwen? 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
What do you call the ghost of a bear? Bearly there. 
 
MVK: 
Yuk Yuk Yuk 
 
Comment From Mark N Texas 
Hi MVK. Nice to see you here tonight. 
 
MVK: 
Good to see you too Mark. 
 
Comment From Sue from MA 
LOL!! The igloo has been "rassled" out of camera view! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
The female pacer is probably not happy with all the boys in there with 
her -- looking for another female to share some gossip & recipes for 
the veggies and food. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
It amazes me how many CN folks watch the Ely, MN bears. See what you 
have done to us MVK. LOL 
 
MVK: 
Watching the den came showed us things no one had seen before. We are 
fortunate to have been able to do that. 
 
Comment From Leslee 
Beary good jokes tonight! 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
@ Rejoyce Bear a Ton is good. These cubbies are packing on the pounds 
thanks to camp WCV. lol 
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Comment From Carolyn in Va. Beach 
MVK, is there a way to check NX's monitor to see if it's working? I'm 
worried about her. What's the longest amount of time between calls 
home in the past? 
 
MVK: 
Carolyn - I am not sure on either of those questions. Amanda would be 
the one to ask. 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
sweetpea, WCV has a ton of bears too! lol 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Hi there, MVK. Just got dinner over and dishes done. Now I'm ready for 
the bear-a-thon! 
 
MVK: 
Black bear females typically produce cubs every two years once they 
become mature. The 2-year reproductive cycle is genetically timed to 
fit the annual cycle of plant growth and fruiting of the region. 
In northeastern Minnesota, black bears mate in late May or June. Sperm 
fertilizes microscopic eggs in the uterus, and each egg quickly 
develops into a tiny ball of cells called a blastocyst. Black bears 
have delayed implantation, which means the blastocysts suspend further 
development until they implant in the uterine wall in November. After 
implantation, the blastocysts develop rapidly and become cubs that are 
born in mid to late January. 
Mother and cubs remain together for 16-17 months until May or June of 
the following year. Then, the family members separate, the mother 
mates again, and the 2-year cycle repeats 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
Hey Ed! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
I think your right about the female pacer. My Aunt that I use to take 
care of that is in a rest home now still tells me about when I was a 
baby and all the cribs that I would shake, rattle and destroy...LOL 
Don't cage me in. Little rebel....♥ 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
MVK, I would not have found so many wildlife cams had it not been for 
NBG and WCV!So happy I did. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri 
LOL Ed!:) 
 
Comment From Doris 
Hi MVK, Ed, raptor1, and all of CN. It's a great day for a Bear-a-thon!!!! 
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Comment From Linda in Vermont 
Hi, Ed! MVK, please stay. 
 
Comment From Lori in NC 
Hi Ed! welcome back...good one! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I hope she's not leaving... I'm just lurking for now! 
 
MVK: 
I'm here for a while. 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
Beary Funny Ed. 
 
Comment From jb from Mi . 
Good eveing Ed Glad you came back here and joined us. Funny joke too. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
What do you call a bear with violent mood swings? 
 
A bi-polar bear! 
 
MVK: 
INFO on scat and droppings. 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/bffbetty/bear-scatdroppings/344736192323873 
 
Comment From sandy oh 
When MVK mentioned the igloo was a rocking I thought that was going to 
be one of those jokes that was going to have to be put on file. LOL 
 
MVK: 
ROFLOL 
 
Comment From Doris 
LOL Ed!  
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Ed, YOU can't win the joke contest! You are tooooooo good. :) 
 
Comment From Raptor 1 
omg Ed, funny 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
LOL Ed!! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Ed is that all you got? LOL 
 
MVK: 
Bears eating ant pupae 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=145742218809320&set=vb.263755115498&type=3&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/bffbetty/bear-scatdroppings/344736192323873
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=145742218809320&set=vb.263755115498&type=3&theater
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Ed Clark, WCV 
A preacher played hooky from church one Sunday morning to go fishing. 
He was having fun when a huge bear came up behind him and grabbed him. 
 
The preacher immediately started to pray..."Dear Lord, please make 
this bear into a Christian!" 
 
Suddenly, the bear dropped to his knees and began to pray...."Dear 
Lord, thank you for this meal I'm about to receive...." 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
Be careful Ed, I'm sure we have a censor Mod lurking! 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
I am surprised Congo did not bleep your commentary, Ed!!! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
OOOOO you posted that!!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Congo still might delete it later! 
 
Comment From LurkerLaurie 
Good evening MVK and Ed 
 
MVK: 
Hi Lurker Laurie - so good to see you tonight!!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Have we heard from Randy yet? I have not been following? 
 
MVK: 
No I haven't - was he supposed to give us an update tonight? 
 
Comment From Doris 
What do you get if you cross a teddy bear with a pig? A teddy 
boar!......OK, I'll be the first one to groan.....  
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
MVK, Have you noticed how many new CNs we have, isn't it nice to see? 
 
MVK: 
It sure is tinksmom. Love to have new folks join us on here. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Last update was around 5:00 or a little after 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I wish I can bring ant pupae to feed the cubs. I have lots of them in 
my back yard. 
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Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Hi Ed. Yes, I think we need an update on the total.. 
 
Comment From hawkwhisperer 
Good Evening MVK and Ed! Great to be here with you tonight! 
 
Comment From Shelly in STL 
Just as I was finishing a hike at Piney Run Park in Baltimore, I 
overheard a group of kids talking about their recent bear sightings. 
“If you meet a bear, don’t run,” one kid said .”Really why?” Because,” 
I interjected, “bears like fast food.” 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I'll see if I can get Randy on the phone and ask... 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Tell Randy Hi & thanks for the email. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I was told to remind folks... if you don't get an email back from your 
PayPal contribution, you might check your SPAM filter in case it is 
seen as junk mail. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
How do you start a teddy bear race? Ready, teddy go! Double groan 
 
Comment From JC in NC 
Ed, I understand the new bear compound will have electric fencing. Is 
there backup power for when you lose power? 
 
MVK: 
Donate button works here in Norfolk, VA 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Probably not, since the bears won't know if the power is out. 
 
Comment From Ada ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Poor Randy - Maybe his fingers are numb from the bear-a-thon emails. :-) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
He will recover... keep him busy!! 
 
Comment From Corky 
When viewing the bears on Cam 1 earlier today, I noticed one bear 
seemed to be pacing back and forth from the water trough to the tree, 
this common? 
 
MVK: 
Bears do this sometimes when they are enclosed. 
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Comment From jb from Mi . 
Forgot to look to the left here Thank you Thum Nail for sponsoring the 
cam today. 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato 
Thank you MVK for donating to the bear-a-thon!! It feels great doesn't it!?! 
 
MVK: 
You bet!!!! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Where is Congo...I have one. What animal do you look like when you get 
in the bath? A little bear! 
 
Comment From Doris 
Poor Randy probably doesn't have any fingerprints left after all of 
the thank you emailing he has done today.... 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA 
Just checking in - looks like the Bearathon has turned into a 
joke-a-thon! Hi MVK! Hi, Ed! Hi, CN! 
 
Comment From Linda in SC 
What do you call a Bear with no teeth? 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Ed:In constructing this new enclosure, is the fencing below ground to 
prevent animals from digging in or out? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We will have an "apron" of chain link extending out 3 feet from the 
bottom of the fence to prevent digging.... 
 
MVK: 
A gummy bear. 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

You're in Ed form, Ed. I don't know how Randy types up all those emails so fast. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
He is quick!!! 
 
Comment From Linda in SC 
What do you call a bear with no teeth? A Gummy Bear! Sorry hit wrong button 
 
Comment From Melissa-AR 
Hello, fellow safari goer, Linda from Suffolk! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Howdy! 
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Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Wish I knew if these cubs stop when it gets dark. I watched one night 
and could barely see them and they were still going at it. 
 
Comment From Leslee 
How about keeping other criiters out? 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA 
Hi, Melissa! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
There will be a double fence. the outside will have an overhang. 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
The devout cowboy lost his favorite Bible while he was mending fences 
out on the range. Three weeks later, a bear walked up to him carrying 
the Bible in its mouth. The cowboy couldn't believe his eyes. He took 
the precious book out of the bear's mouth, raised his eyes heavenward 
and exclaimed, "It's a miracle!" "Not really," said the bear. "Your 
name is written inside the cover." 
 
MVK: 
LOL 
 
Comment From Linda in SC 
Why didn't the teddy bear eat his lunch? Because he was stuffed! 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
We're here for the bear-a-thon/ CN has come from hither and yon/ We 
love watching the cubs/ Play and rub-a dub-dub/ So we'll be here til 
the last mod is gone! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
LOL Shelly 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

I think I'll give Randy a break for his typing marathon. I'll click 
"donate button" tomorrow morning. Hope Randy gets some sleep and rest 
his fingers. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

What do you call a wet bear? 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

A Drizzly bear! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Don't show mercy... keep donating!!! Randy is tough! 
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Comment From sweetpea 
Linda SC- you took my joke from earlier. lol Thats ok. We fellow peeps 
from SC have to stick together. 
 
Comment From Phyl in Indiana 
Evening Ed !! And hello MVK, Linda and Melissa !! What a fun fun day 
it has been. Working was a real pain though ... lol 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Wow, you guys are really making the state of the art enclosure, what a 
project. I so want to come there to see it. Got my CC Ed & dinner is 
almost done. 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato 
Hi Ed! I just wanted to tell you what a great facility you have! I was 
able to tour it at the July 11th Open House!! And to top it all 
off...Randy was our tour guide! :o) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Lucky You!! VIP tour! 
 
Comment From Sue from MA 
Hi Ed! Boy, these cubs are getting to be real good at climbing. That 
new pen will get a workout! 
 
Comment From charlotte in va 
Evening Ed! Just made another small donation for the "bear-a-thon"! 
Are you all set for Texas, and do you know it they have any tickets 
left? Saw your brother and his wife at a party a couple weeks ago. 
They are both so nice I could have sit and talked with them for hours! 
 
Comment From Melissa-AR 
Hi to another fellow safari goer, Phyl in Indiana! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I do not know about space in TX, but I'm ready to go. I will be there 
from Thursday to Sunday. I'm looking forward to seeing our Texas 
"kin".... 
 
Comment From FrankfromChicago 
Ed, you need to die your hair black so we can tell the difference 
between you and Buddy 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I won't need much dye!!! 
 
Comment From pam reaves 
yah some day I hope to get Mr ed as my tour guide 
 
Congowings 
Good grief - I just came back in to sneak a peek and oh my!!!! Nobody listens to me . . . . 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
You have got it, Pam. Anytime!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Uh oh.... busted!!! 
 
Comment From 33mama ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Congo, you have some work to do... 
 
Congowings 
I'm going to pretend I didn't see anything - you all have fun (well, 
not too much fun) . . . 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL 
A policeman stops a man driving a car with a bear in the passenger 
seat. "What are you doing with that bear?", the policeman asks, "You 
need to take him to the zoo!" The following week the same policeman 
stops the same man and once again the bear is in the passenger seat. 
"I thought I told you to take that bear to the zoo", the policeman 
says. "I did", the man says. "We had such a good time I'm taking him 
to the beach." 
 
MVK: 
Uh Oh - it's Congo Bongo!!!! 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
You're giving up on controlling them already, Congowings? 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Good one Frank from Chicago but Buddy only got his white at 5 years 
old. MVK don't leave yet! 
 
Comment From Marian from Arlington 
Don't have a joke but I did want to say Hi Ed. The bear-a-thon has been a hoot. 
 
Comment From Digz 
all the jokes look clean to me :) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Glad you are having fun! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Told ya!!! Hi Congowings... lol 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Oh hi, Congowings. Ed made us do it, really..... 
 
Comment From cwerb 
where do you find a black bear? It depends on where you lost him. (I will save you the trouble.. GROAN) 
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Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
A man in a movie theater notices what looks like a bear sitting next 
to him. "Are you a bear?" asked the man, surprised. "Yes." "What are 
you doing at the movies?" The bear replied, "Well, I liked the book." 
 
Comment From Digz 
This is the best and the most fun blog any where 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Maybe not the best organized.... 
 
Comment From sweetpea 
Ed Hope you like scorching weather! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
As long as the ice machine and the AC work.... 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Hi Ed, has there been any more glitches in the Isolation enclosure 
besides the wood for stopping the cubs climbing? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
No, not really, and that is not too serious. The wood is a stop-gap, 
until the plastic panels arrive. 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Ed: I don't have a joke, but do have a question. What animals if any 
are located in the forest at the Wildlife Center  that would be 
attracted to the bears? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Other bears!! We need to be careful about local bears feeling like our 
patients are either intruders.....or potential mates! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Back in five.... have to go plug in the laptop.... 
 
Comment From 33mama ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Ed, did you hear that a fox came by for a visit the other evening? 
Guess he smelled the food or something. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Nope, had not heard, but am not surprised. 
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Comment From Sam - FH MI 
No jokes, just my summer story. I have a summer place on a lake in northern lower Michigan. One of the year round 
neighbors reported a black bear helping himself to their birdfeeder on their deck. The senior resident opened the door 
and told the bear to "get lost"!! And apparently he did, since no has had any other encounters, thankfully. There has also 
been quite alot of fireworks shot off practically every night since then. But the real highlight of the summer has been 
that there is a pair of bald eagles hanging around the lake. WHAT A MAGNIFICENT SITE!! So powerful, and graceful at 
the same time! Always have my binoculars handy! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
There is so much of interest in nature, if we will just pay attention! 
 
Comment From jb from Mi . 
Ed Will we ever have a night Cam In the bear pen?Thank you 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I'm not sure, since the technology is constantly evolving, we might. 
 
Comment From SueB-Idaho 
Amanda wants Ed to tell about first bear at WCV. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Oh, that will take a while... it was about 1986 or so... a VERY cold 
night, just after Christmas. I got a call from a Game Warden, who had 
just picked up a bear that had been hit by a car... He had a big 
wooden equipment box in his SUV, in which he carried his equipment, 
but he managed to empty it and get the unconscious bear inside.....and 
fortunately, the box had a lock..... 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
But, by the time he arrived as the old WCV facility, the bear had 
awakened, and the box was jumping all over the back of his vehicle. He 
careened into our parking lot on two wheels, and jumped 
out...wide-eyed. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We did not have good outdoor lights, and only a flashlight. We could 
not tell just how big the bear was, so we did not know how much drug 
to use to sedate it. Plus, every time we tried to peek in the box, the 
bear would rake the crack in the lid with his claws. 
 
Eventually, I got a snare pole around its neck and we pulled out a 60 pound bear who was NOT happy. Like cowboys, we 
managed to get a rope on its back leg and stretch him out so our technician could give him the shot of sleepy-juice. (we 
did not have darting equipment backthen).... It was certainly one of the most memorable events in my almost 31 years 
with WCV!!! I do not recommend sane people trying that sort of thing! 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Ed: I know this Bear-a-thon is to raise money for the new enclosure. 
What is the estimated approximate cost on an annual basis to maintain 
it? 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
Great question, but the answer is not easy. Currently, we are spending 
$200/day on food for 16 bears. You can do the math on that. We'll keep 
most of these guys until January. 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
Is it ok for me to ask about the gala during the bear-a-thon? I would 
love to have a travel/room buddy. I live in south central VA. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Good story Ed, you have certainly had your share of adventures in the 
past 31 years with the Center. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Sure, you can ask.... Contact Kristen at WCV, and she'll make a note. 
We'll probably organize some sort of a room-sharing thing to help 
people with travel and lodging. 
 
Comment From Mary E in NC 
Hi, Ed! I loved your story about you and your friend running into a 
bear while you were camping in Colo.! (Guess it wasn't funny at the 
time!) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes, that was lots of fun... My friend was a little less bear friendly 
than I. It was just a small black bear, but the way my buddy tells the 
story, it was Granddaddy Griz!! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
So Ed are you going to have on Cowboy Boots and hat when you visit the 
peeps in TX? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Not if it is 95 degrees!!! 
 
Comment From Eagles22 
A hunter walks due south for a mile, due west for a mile, due north 
for a mile and ends up where he started. What color was the bear he 
captured? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
White! at the North Pole... 
 
Comment From Carla ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
What do you get when you cross a bear with a deer? Beer 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Congo's gonna get you! 
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Comment From Digz 
Ed does the meds used in a dart gun have an expiration date? Am 
thinking if I was that game warden I would carry a dart gun with me at 
all times 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
The drugs do have an expiration date, but most of the drugs can only 
be used by a trained vet or technician. You have to be certified in 
chemical immobilization to use the equipment. 
 
Comment From dj 
Ed, what did you do with a 60 lb bear back then. Did you have an 
enclosure for it? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes, we had a chain-link enclosure with a roof. Fortunately, it did 
not need to stay more than a day or two. 
 
Comment From Viki 
Loved your bear story,Ed! I know it was not funny at the time, but I 
was reading through tears of laughter. This has been a fun day and 
evening! 
 
Comment From otterlady 
I sent this earlier this morning maybe some would enjoy it now that 
wasn't on Gonna Be A Bear In this life I am a woman in my next life 
I'd like to come back as a bear when you're a bear you get to 
hibernate you do nothing but sleep for six months I could deal with 
that before you hibernate you're supposed to eat yourself stupid, I 
could deal with that too When you're a girl bear, you birth your 
children (who are the size of walnuts) while you are sleeping and wake 
up to partially grown cute cuddly cubs I could definetly deal with 
that If you're a mama bear everyone knows you mean business. You swat 
anyone who bothers your cubs if your cubs get out of line you swat 
them too. I could deal with that If your a bear your mate expects you 
to wake up growling he expects that you will have hairy legs and 
excess body fat Yep gonna be a bear 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Okay, Congo may get me for posting that, but it's funny! 
 
Comment From charlotte in va 
Question Ed....With the bears in such a large wooded area of the 
forest how will you control ticks, hookworms and such? Just curious if 
there is something in particular you use on the bears, or in their 
feed to help with the parasites. 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Ed: That is huge cost and as the bears grow in size, it will increase 
as well. Close to $50,000 just to feed the bears. WOW! I had no idea. 
My donation seems so little now. 
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MVK: 
Little donations make a BIG difference Diane! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We do monitor for parasites and take care of them when they are found, 
but we won't worry too much about ticks, since they are endemic and 
all bears have them.  
 
Comment From Doris 
When you get some free time you should write a book.....I know, what 
is free time? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yeah, so I'm told.... I'm not sure when that will be, though. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
$200 a day for the next 23-24 weeks, WOW, that is a lot of GRUB!!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes, it is!! That is why we encourage people who are supporting the 
construction of the bear facility to remember that the construction 
project is an extra donation, and not to replace or reduce operational 
support. Like I said earlier... it is fine to be able to buy a new 
car, but if you can't afford gas, it is not a good investment. 
 
Comment From Teri in TX 
Mr. Clark, the TENners are so excited about meeting you this Friday! 
we are ready! hope you are ready for us! :) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I don't know about "ready", but I'll sure be there. 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
President Clark, a Bear-a-Thon Update! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Since the noon kick-off of the Bear-A-Thon, we've received online 
donations totalling ... $7,171 ... and 55 cents! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
YAHOO!!! WAY TO GO, GANG!!! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Our total for the Bear Pen campaign ... as of 9 p.m. Eastern ... is 
$127,720 ... and 55 cents! 
 
Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Thanks to each and every person who has donated! 
 
MVK: 
Way to go everyone!!!! 
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Comment From Cathy, IL 
I'll bet Randy feels like Ed McMahon at a Jerry Lewis telethon! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Bravo everyone, and many thanks! 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Just over $12K left to reach $140K.  
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Heart doing happy dance here! 
 
Comment From Digz 
Way to go CN, so proud of what CN has accomplished, and thank you WCV 
for all you do for all wildlife 
 
Comment From Doris 
Yay!!!!!! 
 
Comment From cwerb 
that is wonderful! I need to go back and check the couch for another 
.45 cents to get the dollar amount even again :) 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
Woo Hoo!!! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Ed, Amanda told me that WCV use city water. Why don't WCV use well 
water? Is it cheaper than city water? I only wonder, that's all. I 
have no knowledge about these stuffs. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
True, we use municipal water. For the volume we need, it could cost 
$20K to drill a well with enough flow, and we might not find enough. 
Also, the chlorine in the water helps with sanitation and disease 
control. But, it is an extra expense, to be sure. 
 
Comment From Debbie in maine 
Hi Ed! I'm lovin' this bear-a-thon! I know DGIF had made a big 
commitment to the enclosure but I wondering.... They bring you many of 
the bears--do they contribute at all to their care and feeding? 
 
MVK: 
Because of all of you, there will be a home for little abandoned, 
orphaned and injured black bears to be rehabbed and then released. 
Thank you from my beary happy heart. 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Whoooooohooooooooo from Texas. That's a good bit of money toward the project. :) 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
Right now, DGIF is not supporting the care of the bears, but that was 
part of our deal. We will operate the Bear-Cam to generate support. 
 
MVK: 
Ed - when you started WCV - did you ever imagine all of this? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, I was a bit of a megalomaniac, but no, who could have imagined 
all of this???? 
 
 
Comment From GN 
Go bears! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Spoken like a true son of those flat states! 
 
Comment From Lori in NC 
As a parent of a child interested in conservation and wildlife 
medicine, did you have those goals as a kid or did your goals evolve 
over time to where you are now? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, I was always in love with nature. The thing that meant the most 
to me was having mentors who reinforced that love of the natural 
world, whether it was leaning to split wood, plant trees, catch a 
fish, or just be at home in the woods. Guidance and encouragement 
matter! 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Thanks Ed for spending time with us and Congo, MVK, you mods are the 
bestest, AA, Raina, Lil Kristen for keeping us updated on money raised 
by such giving people. The doner matcher is very generous, and all 
WCV. You ROCK. You GIVE to critters & CN so much with all your hard 
work taking care of your case load. Thank you! ♥ 
 
Comment From Jeanne - QBY NY 
Getting out dictionary....m..e..g..a..lomaniac 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Too big for ones britches.. but unwilling to buy britches that fit.... 
 
Comment From Shelly in STL 
What is the enclosure around the bear enclosure made of?? I see the 
cubbies climbing but is there any chance they could tear it down? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
The walls are very heavy gauge welded wire. There is NO chance they 
will tear it down. 
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Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Ed: I was doing some number crunching Assuming there are 400 regular 
users of the blog, a donation of $10.00 per month for a year would 
bring in almost enough to feed the bears. Now how can we make that 
come about? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We can easily help you set up a monthly donation program. Lots of 
people are doing that already. A little bit each week, or each month 
does not hurt a bit, but at the end of the year, it matters a LOT! 
 
Comment From Shelly in STL 
Mr Ed, this bear-a-thon is great!! We will be going to the "Bird in 
Concert" this Thursday at the World Bird Sanctuary. I will be sure to 
tell Mr Crawford all about this bear-a-thon if I see him!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
While we are on the subject, I will again remind people...."Where 
there's a will.............WCV wants to be in it!!" 
 
There are lots of ways to help perpetuate our work, and your love of 
wildlife. If you are interested in learning more, contact me or Randy. 
 
Comment From dj 
can wcv accept online bank deposits or do we need to go thru paypal? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We have all sort of ways to accept support. What they call EFTs, 
electronic fund transfers, are but one. Call Randy for details. 
 
Comment From Aloha from Robin 
Hi Ed. This recurring donation. Is it something we set up at Paypal or 
do you folks set something up? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
It depends how you want to do it. You can usually set is up with your 
personal bank. We can set it up with your credit card. Or, there are 
other ways. Randy is our go-to guy with that info. Kristen can 
probably help with that, as well. 
 
Comment From Mary Jane Moeller 
Hello Ed, Congo and Marianne - Jeanne and I added a bit more to the 
donation pile. Congratulations to the person who came up with this 
idea. AND a big thank you to everyone for taking time to be with us 
today. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Thanks, Mary Jane. Your support---and Jeanne's--mean a lot to us!! 
 
Comment From Sue from MA 
What a great idea! How do we get info about the monthly donations? 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
We'll try to post something about it in the morning...before the end 
of Bear-a-thon. Or, contact WCV. Randy and/or Kristen can help make it 
easy for you. 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Ed: I use EFT's in my Property Management Company. If you have that 
service, it would be great and so easy to do. 
 
Comment From Mark N Texas 
Who did come up with this idea??? Rather brilliant. I think 
 
Comment From Donna from No VA 
Hi, Ed... Where or where is Randy? ? My IPad battery is running 
low.... Don't want to miss his drum roll! Hope he shows up Soon! 
SOS.... 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
He just sent in an update.... scroll back a bit. 
 
Comment From GN 
Go Cubs! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Oh, there is a true fan!!! I assume you mean the little bears, right? 
 
Comment From dj 
hey GN! 
 
Comment From Shelly in STL 
GN, LOL!! Go Cards!! 
 
Comment From Lora in NE Ohio 
I sit here and think how all of this started for most of us. I know 
WCV was there before we "discovered" it, but for most of us, the 
discovery was through Buddy. We were (and are) in love with eagles, 
espcially Buddy and then the Rock Stars. Through your patience and the 
patience and knowledge of your staff and our fantastic mods, we all 
learned that we had enough room in our hearts for ALL critters. Eagle 
Nation morphed into Critter Nation. We’ve all grown and learned and 
appreciate the process. 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
I hope GN means little bears ... :) 
 
Comment From Ceilygirl-Schenectady 
Good jokes tonight...thanks for sharing. Loving the bears and Ed's visit! 
 
Comment From Peggy Fort Worth 
Just logged on so I need to scroll back to catch up. I moved to Texas recently and am a new member of TEN. I'm looking 
forward to meeting you this Friday evening :-) 
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Ed Clark, WCV 
See you then, Peggy! 
 
Comment From cwerb 
GN means go large mammals! (or smaller ones) 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
That is how the $.76 came about -- think it started at July 4th for 
Independence Day 1776 -- so person was giving $17.76 each time. Isn't 
that interesting and fun. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

MVK: all the great mods, including you, that make the large different 
for all of us. Not to mention of The Rock Star and of course NX and 
Buddy. I did follow you (mods) to make sure that Buddy was in a great 
care. The rest is just getting better, better. Ed, you are so down to 
earth person that I ever met. Your commitment to the wildlife have so 
huge impact to me. I always have soft heart for the critter since I 
was young. To meet you and WCV, it just like the dream come thru to 
me. I can't state enough of my appreciation to WCV. You had great 
staffs, too. I took class with Amanda, she was great, wonderful. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Hey, I have a lot about which to be humble..... I have a great team of 
colleagues. They make me look better than I deserve, I assure you! 
 
Comment From dj 
looking for the "like" button but found the "donate" button instead!!!! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
He Ed do you remember coming to Shenandoah Harley Davidson Dealership 
with the Bald Eagle. I met you there. That had to of been in the early 
90's... It was a very hot day. And you was so concerned about the 
Eagles welfare... It was awesome!!!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I remember that very well. That was before they build the big new dealership building in Staunton. I was so embarrassed 
that I rode a Honda at the time!!! I eventually sold my motorcycle and bought a horse, so whatever small credibility I  
ever had was completely shot!! Thanks for being here, Terri. 
 
Comment From Debbie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I love supporting WCV. I can see where my donations are going and I 
feel like I'm doing my part saving wildlife. It is a win-win 
situation. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I often say it, but it is entirely true... We never forget that when you donate to WCV, your contribution does not become 
"our" money. It is your money that has been entrusted to us, and we have a responsibility to use it well, so that YOU will 
be happy you gave. 
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                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Wow CN! We have just $12,279.45 left to go! 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
I wear my various WCV tee shirts all the time. Today, after 
questioning about who and what and where, a person asked why I would 
support wildlife in Virginia rather than California. I said, "I'm 
supporting a teaching hospital that happens to be in Virginia. Their 
knowledge benefits the whole world." She said, "Hmmm, I'll check this 
out." Another success! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I do not donate huge amounts, however, the amount I do give is done 
with love and passion for the work The Wildlife Center  does for all 
the animals that come through those loving and caring doors. 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
We are always happy to "give" to WCV, Ed. Just wish I could give more 
more often. Thanks for all you do. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Beautifully stated, Gwen. Thanks. 
 
Comment From Ceil 
Ed Did you know that there was even a donation from Kandahar airfield 
Afganistan from our troops there? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Actually, it is an especially wonderful feeling to know that some of 
our men and women in uniform get some enjoyment from our Critter Cams. 
That, alone, makes this all worthwhile. 
 
Thanks to them for their service, and for their contributions! 
 
Comment From Kathe in Falls Church, VA 
Lora in NE Ohio - Truer words were never spoken! I think most of us 
followed the eagles (Buddy or the Rock Stars) here but learned to love 
all critters in the process. I'm so glad to be a part of CN and WCV 
and have learned so much. And I love that we see where our money goes 
and how we have contributed in some small way to saving the animals. 
What a great feeling! Oh, and hi Ed and Congo and MVK and all of CN! 
In other words, my extended family! 
 
Comment From Peggy Fort Worth 
I heard today that some people have had to cancel their plans to meet 
with us Friday night so if anyone is interested, they should call 
soon. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Anyone in the Houston area... come on out if there is room.... I look 
forward to being there. 
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Comment From Terri from VA 
Oh no Ed. You were a hit there!!! That was the good ol days. Didn't 
even know you rode a bike. But I sold a bunch of em. Thanks for making 
that day a hit!!! Huggssss 
 
Comment From Linda in Vermont 
I am with you, Gwen in LA! Same here. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We are located in Virginia, but we serve the wildlife of the WORLD. 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Ed: How is Dr.S? How is Hap? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, Dr. S is working in Miami this week, and my horse, Hap, is 
actually really happy; he got out of Fat Horse Time Out, and was able 
to return to his pasture with his buddies....and his new trim 
physique! 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Ed, have you ever heard for Flint Wildlife Rehab? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes, I have. We have consulted with them on some eagle cases. 
 
Comment From Jeanne - QBY NY 
HMmm - must have been the early 90's when I first met Ed as well. Then 
it wasn't again until a few years ago when the Rock Stars were around. 
And now he can't get rid of me or my Mom! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Nobody is trying, I assure you! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
Nation Wide and now the WORLD!!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, our mission statement is: 
 
"...teaching the world to care about , and care for, wildlife and the 
environment." 
 
Comment From Mark N Texas 
We will make room for them. 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Sorry, Flint Creek Wildlife Rehab in Barrington, IL & Chicago. I want 
to move to Virginia but that's not possible at the moment. I want to 
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volunteer somewhere. Just asking. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
There are a lot of very fine wildlife rehab programs in the US and Canada. If you are not sure whether your local center is 
one of the good ones, ask them about what they do for continuing education... ask if they have a vet actively involved in 
the cases.... ask if they are in full compliance with the "minimum standards for wildlife rehabilitation" (a national 
publication which sets performance standards for rehab centers), and ask if they belong to state or national rehab 
associations. You will find out pretty quickly whether their work is about the animals...or about the people who founded 
the organization. 
 
Comment From Peggy Fort Worth 
We have travelers coming from both Dallas and Fort Worth on Friday so 
if someone wants to try and hitch a ride, I think we might be able to 
arrange something 
 
Comment From Cathy, IL 
This Bearathon is a great idea. I'd love to be at some of the 
brainstorming meetings that go on at the Center. It's not easy keeping 
CN entertained (okay, maybe it is), but you guys are always coming up 
with something. This is loads better than reality TV! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I know that some of my friends from the Dallas area are coming. 
 
Comment From lesley uk 
Good Night (morning ) one and all. It has been a fun day, and a good 
one for bears! Thanks for having me! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Sweet dreams, Lesley. Warm hugs across the pond! 
 
Comment From Kathe in Falls Church, VA 
Ed - I've been volunteering with the Raptor Conservancy and have to 
tell you that I have a whole new respect for what you do there. You 
all make it look so easy but after capturing my first barred owl and 
hand-feeding a great horned owl, it's not as easy as the cam makes it 
look! Dr. Miragler really show go down in the record book for her 
eagle captures! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
No, it's not as easy as our team makes it look. That's for sure. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Ed, can we nominate you for Noble Prize? Really....... Years ago, 
someone that we all know, woke up in the morning and won the Noble 
Prize. Why not you? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Ha, ha... that got me to laugh out loud. I appreciate the thought, but 
I don't know if there is a category for Crazy Animal Guy!!! 
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Comment From katiesmom 
Cmon Regina - volunteering at the WCV is fun!!!!!!! 
 
Comment From GN 
I met Ed way back in April, 2013. I remember it well. Such memories. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Ah yes... a monkey of a man, GN is... But a truly GREAT ape!!! 
 
Comment From BearCubLove aka EagleLove 
So much wisdom here tonight! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Yes... and a lot of other stuff too!!! 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Ed, can we (or anyone) "dominate" you? Sorry, had to do that. LOL 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
My fault... I fixed the typo, but did not hit "save" before posting. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY 
Hoping this bear-a-thon is helping our west coast CN get in on all the fun that has been happening for 10 hrs now. Keep 
hitting that donate button everyone. 
 
Comment From Mandi, PA ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I thought you were laughing because we want to "dominate" you...LOL 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Oh, I'm not going there!!! Congo will have a fit!!! 
 
Comment From Guest 
"Welcome to WCV - the real reality show." 
 
Comment From katiesmom 
Hmmm I met GN way back in April 2013! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Sorry, Ed. Did I type typo? So embarrassing. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Hey, I tried to fix it and did not know how to save the fix... But it was funny, either way!! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Well, I met AA way back in '79 
 
MVK 
Well Ed and everyone - it has been a fun evening. I have enjoyed all the information, the jokes and all the good this 
event is doing. I am leaving for the night but will be back on tomorrow morning. Take care everyone and big bear hugs 
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to all. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Nighty nite, MVK... Have sweet bear dreams. 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Sweet dreams MVK. See you in the morning! 
 
Comment From 33mama ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Nite MVK! Thanks for spending your evening with us! 
 
Comment Fro              ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

G'Night MVK! Bear hugs bacatcha 
 
Comment From Mark N Texas 
Thanks MVK luv ya 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Night MVK rest well:) 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Hey Lydia. Was AA as brilliantly snarky in 1979 as she is now? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
She was so fresh, the doctor had to slap her!! 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

LOL Ed! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I hope she doesn't see that! 
 
Comment From Guest 
Scrolled back and it is now fixed to "nominate". How did that happen? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I make magic happen!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Okay, Friends, we are going to start winding down toward 10:30 p.m, at 
which point I think we'll will hibernate for the evening. But, fear 
not... we'll be back, bright and early in the morning. I just have a 
good feeling about tomorrow... like just maybe we'll reach our goal 
before the end of the Bear-a-thon. 
 
For the insomniacs among you... feel free to stay up and keep donating 
all night. In fact, if you want to donate all night, you had better 
get started!! 
 
Comment From Peggy Fort Worth 
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Ed - Did you see Amanda's spot on C'Ville? What a remarkable 
spokeswoman she is for WCV! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Did not see it, but you are right... she represents us well. One of the things I love about her, when she's doing an 
interview... She has this sort of Mona Lisa half-smile that sort of makes you think she's up to something..... 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
I must agree with you, Ed. You do make magic happen at WCV. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MOʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I am going to call it a night. Thanks for the information shared, the stories told, and the laughs. Big bear hugs to all. Ed, 
Congo already saved that one for Amanda! :) Good night. 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Magic is easy, science is honest. 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Good night Ed. I am going to dominate my bed....... 
 
Comment From Mandi, PA ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Good night MVK and ED! Thanks for the entertainment tonight! Wish I 
could've joined more but work was calling :( Tomorrow's going to be a 
fun day...I can feel it! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
Ed - How early do you plan to get on the moderated discussion tomorrow morning? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Oh, I don't know for sure... depends when my dogs get up... maybe 6:30 
or so.... I need time to get that first cup of coffee in me.... 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, Ont 
Good night MVK and Ed. Thanks also for answering all my questions. It 
is always much appreciated. I love to learn! 
 
Comment From Terri from VA 
So enjoyed the day. Beautiful day in VA. Hope you get all the money you need for everything. Huggsss and thanks for all 
the laughs. And info. Good night all!!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Thanks, Terri. 
 
Comment From Peggy Fort Worth 
Can you tell us more about the actual purpose for your trip to Texas? I know you aren't coming all that way just to visit 
with us 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Sure... WCV got a grant from a foundation there in Houston which is helping selected nonprofit organizations produce a 
high-quality video about their respective organizations. The purpose of the video is to help them get there message out 
to the world, in hopes of enhancing public support. 
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So, on Friday morning, I'll be in a TV studio, filming a video about WCV. After that... it will be about having a good time, 
meeting, greeting and getting to know our Texas friends. 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Thanks for asking what time Ed will be on in the morning. Someone said 
on the blog today that you, Ed, would be doing the 3 - 6 am shift. I 
would not have been happy if I'd set my alarm and you weren't here. :) 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
I will be... for the folks in California!! 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
Ed, I told my hubby that I'd be up early, won't wake him up, but what 
I didn't tell him was that I'm meeting this wildlife guy online. 
6:30am your time is 3:30am here. My hubby will never suspect. LOL 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Puts me in mind of an old rock and roll song.... "Give me three steps, 
give me three steps, Mister...." 
 
Comment From ♥ Jakermo 
I think that was Congo that mentioned the time of your shift. [opps, 
did I say that outloud?] 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Now you know that Congo says a lot besides her prayers..... 
 
Comment From Peggy Fort Worth 
I'm still getting the hang of Central Time - when you said you were 
wrapping up at 10:30, my first thought was "Goodie - another whole 
hour of Ed!" lol 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Don't worry... you'll figure it out. 
 
                         ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Well, I hit the donate button and am going to say G'Night. I'll check 
in when I can tomorrow. As GN says---Go Bears and Go Cubs...and GO 
WCV!!! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Nighty nite, Lydia. Thanks for giving birth to AA!! 
 
Comment From RevNancyinNC 
Night all and thanks for the fun, WCV. Giving has never been more fun. 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Where's my "like" button, Lydia. 
 
Comment From Regina, IL (๏  ๏) ʕ•.•ʔ 

Say good night Ed...you have to get up early to chat with us again. 
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It's Bear A Thon time. Sweet eagle dreams & little bear hugs to all ♥ 
 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Oh, trust me... the dogs will see that I don't over-sleep!! 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
You're still making me laugh. Just can't wait 'til Friday. I plan on 
laughing so hard I cry. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Hey...looks aren't everything!! 
 
Comment From ThumNail ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   ๏  ๏) ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 

Thank you Ed, for spend time with us this evening. I am sure WVC will 
reach the goal before noon tomorrow. 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Well, as I wrap it up for this evening, I do want to thank all of you 
for your time, your participation, and especially for your support. We 
are very close to our goal. I am confident that we will be able to 
reach that goal sometime tomorrow. I have my fingers crossed, anyway. 
 
What a hoot this has been. 
 
Comment From MariaD, Boston 
Thank you for your time and for a fun evening, Ed. Have a great night. 
 
Comment From ♥ Jakermo 
We are very excited to have you in Texas, Ed. Really hope you enjoy 
the evening. The crowd will be very enthusiastic. 
 
Comment From Kyle from Dallas 
Goodnight all. It's been the BEST evening I've had in a long, long 
while. Thanks and keep the "donate" button going. :) 
 
Comment From Lori in NC 
Good Night to all of Critter Nation...will be back in the morning to 
check all going on with bear-a-thon! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
I'll be here, a bit early for me (6 am but still sun will be up, day 
will have started...) but love to see you, Ed! 
 
Comment From GN 
I'm not going anywhere. Which mod is up next? 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
We need to get you signed up, GN. You would be a natural!!! 
 
Comment From Linda in Suffolk, VA 
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Sweet cubby dreams, Ed. Thanks for sharing your evening with us! CN, 
see y'all tomorrow!! 
 
Comment From Teegie ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ 
TY for coming in and chatting with us tonight Ed:) 
 
Comment From rejoyce 
Good night Ed! Thank you so much for the vision you had years ago to 
help wildlife by founding WCV. We all appreciate everything you do! 
 
Ed Clark, WCV 
Okay, friends. I will see you in the morning.... Good night all...... 
 
I'm outta here. 
 
Comment From Kali -TX 
good night, ed. 
 
Comment From ♥ Jakermo 
Good night, Ed. 
 
Comment From Mark N Texas 
Next Mod is uuuuuu GN hope your up for the challage 
 
Comment From Gwen in L.A. 
G'nite wonderful folks. See you in the morning. I'm now going to go eat dinner. 
 
Comment From Pat in FL  
Guess there will be a Congo minute until the next mod comes on....... 
 
Raina Krasner, WCV  
Shh! You'll wake the cubs! 
 
Raina Krasner, WCV  
Just popping in to see how things went this evening. I see you all were really busy with Congo, MVK, and Ed! 
 
Raina Krasner, WCV  
If you're checking in late and you missed the first part of the day (at this point I think you can only scroll back to about 
2:30) there is no need to worry! We will be archiving the whole bear-a-thon for you...it might take a while because 
Amanda and Congo had a million videos to share :) but it will get done! 
 
Raina Krasner, WCV  
Ok now...I'm off to bed. I need to be ready and rested to finish the second half our bear-a-thon tomorrow. I have the 
feeling that I'll be dreaming about little bear paws and sharp teeth...good night! 
 
Comment From Jackie in CA  
The donate button works in SoCal! 
 
 
 
 


